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UNIFORM N-PARTICLE ANDERSON LOCALIZATION
AND UNIMODAL EIGENSTATES
IN DETERMINISTIC DISORDERED MEDIA
WITHOUT INDUCTION ON THE NUMBER OF PARTICLES
VICTOR CHULAEVSKY
Abstract. We present the first rigorous result on Anderson localization for in-
teracting systems of quantum particles subject to a deterministic (e.g., almost
periodic) disordered external potential. For a particular class of deterministic,
fermionic, Anderson-type Hamiltonians on the lattice of an arbitrary dimen-
sion, and for a large class of underlying dynamical systems generating the
external potential, we prove that the spectrum is pure point, all eigenstates
are unimodal and feature a uniform exponential decay. In contrast to all prior
mathematical works on multi-particle Anderson localization, we do not use the
induction on the number of particles.
1. Introduction. The model and the main results.
We study spectral properties of finite-difference operators, usually called dis-
crete Schro¨dinger operators (DSO), arising as Hamiltonians of N-particle1 fermionic
quantum systems on Zd with a nontrivial interaction of infinite range, subject to
the common external potential. Specifically, we consider the Hamiltonians of the
form
H(ω;ϑ) = H0 +V(ω;ϑ) +U(x)
=
N∑
j=1
[
H0;j + gV (xj ;ω;ϑ)
]
+
∑
1≤j<k≤N
U(|xj − xk|)
(1.1)
restricted to the subspace HN− of antisymmetric functions in the Hilbert space
HN = ℓ2((Zd)N) of square-summable complex functions ψ : (Zd)N → C. A self-
consistent representation of H(ω;ϑ), not referring to the configuration space (Zd)N
of distinguishable particles, is given in Eqn. (2.1).
In some formulae will appear the notations like H(N); we stress that the super-
script N does not have the meaning of the number of particles, but refers to an
auxiliary approximation procedure. As explained below, we do not use the induc-
tion of the number of particles, so the integer N is assumed to be chosen and then
fixed; its value can be arbitrary.
The structure of the external potential x 7→ gV (x;ω;ϑ), acting on each particle,
is described in Sect. 4 (in particular, cf. subsection 4.3).
For the first time in mathematical literature, we establish Anderson localization
for a system of interacting quantum particles in a deterministic (e.g., quasi-periodic)
1We denote the number of particles by the Gothic letters n,N, since the letters n,N are used
in our paper for other purposes.
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external potential. In all prior rigorous works on multi-particle Anderson localiza-
tion, it was assumed that the external random potential has independent values or
features a fast decay of correlations at infinity (Rosenblatt strong mixing condition).
Comparing the present paper with earlier results on multi-particle localization, we
would like to stress the following.
 All earlier mathematical works on N-particle Anderson localization used the
induction on the number of particles, which was introduced in [19] in the particular
case of 2-particle systems, as the transition from N = 1 to N = 2, and later general-
ized in [20] (in the framework of the Multi-Particle Multi-Scale Analysis, MPMSA)
and in [2] (with the help of the Multi-Particle variant of the Fractional Moment
Method, MPFMM). In the present paper, we develop a different approach where
the induction in N becomes unnecessary. This results in a streamlined proof of
multi-particle localization (more precisely, the analytical component thereof). How-
ever, just as in our work [16] where single-particle deterministic Anderson models
are considered, one has to establish first rather strong, uniform lower bounds on
the spectral spacings for the Hamiltonians at hand. Such bounds can be considered
as deterministic analogs of the celebrated Wegner estimate [46] (cf. [18, 21] for its
multi-particle counterparts).
 Another distinction of the present paper from earlier works [2,20,22] on random
multi-particle Anderson Hamiltonians, and more recent papers by Klein and Nguyen
[38, 39], is that we prove uniform decay bounds on the decay of eigenfunctions
and of eigenfunction correlators in the genuine norm-distance on the lattice, while
the above mentioned works operated, explicitly or implicitly, with the so-called
Hausdorff distance. As a result, efficient localization bounds could be proven only
in the actually infinite lattice, but not in an [arbitrarily large] finite volume. Yet, in
the applications to physical models, localization is to be studied in a finite region
of the physical space.
We allow for the interaction potentials decaying only slightly faster than poly-
nomially (cf. (1.2)). This is the first rigorous result on multi-particle Anderson
localization in presence of an interaction decaying much slower than at exponential
or sub-exponential rate r 7→ e−rζ , ζ > 0.
Building on the techniques developed in [13, 16] for 1-particle systems, we thus
complement the existing rigorous methods of the multi-particle Anderson localiza-
tion theory (MPMSA andMPFMM) with a new approach, providing for a particular
class of models with nontrivial interaction much stronger results than for random
Hamiltonians: uniform exponential localization and unimodality of all eigenstates,
observed in the conventional, single-particle theory only in systems subject to an
almost-periodic external potential (cf. [31], [3], and more recently [28, 29]).
There is a considerable overlap of the present text with Ref. [16], mainly in the
analysis of spectral spacings required for the proof of uniform localization. Unfor-
tunately, we cannot simply refer to the technical results proved in [16], for they
have to be adapted to the multi-particle setting. In addition, the multi-particle
model with a nontrivial interaction brings in its own lot of technical problems. This
explains why the present manuscript is substantially longer than [16].
It is essential for our method to have the N-particle Hamiltonian H(ω;ϑ) re-
stricted to a proper subspace of the symmetric group SN acting in HN by per-
mutations of the particle positions. In the entire space HN, there are unavoidable
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”resonances” which render impossible the genuine uniform localization of unimodal
eigenstates. On the other hand, choosing the fermionic subspace (rather than the
bosonic one) is merely a matter of convenience.
In fact, one can prove Semi-Uniform (exponential) Localization of Eigenfunctions
(usually referred to as SULE), directly in the entire Hilbert space of distinguishable
quantum particles, for a richer class of deterministic potentials than the one consid-
ered here. This requires an adaptation of the method developed in our earlier works
with Yuri Suhov [19,20] (induction on the number of particles), which is technically
more involved. We plan to make such an adaptation in a separate work.
In Eqn. (1.1), H0;j is the kinetic energy operator acting on the j-th particle,
xj ∈ Zd is the position of the j-th particle, and U(r), r ≥ 0, is the two-body
interaction potential, which we assume decaying as follows
∀ r ≥ 1 |U(r)| ≤ r−2B ln r, (1.2)
where B = 400bA2/ ln 2 (cf. (6.11)) with the same value A > 0 as in (UPA) and
b > 0 as in (4.7).
One could assume U to be a fairly general, symmetric k-body interaction, k ≥ 2;
this would not require any substantial modification of the proofs, while making
notation more cumbersome.
For clarity, we always assume the single-particle kinetic energy operators H0;j to
be replicas of the second-order discrete Schro¨dinger operator (DSO) of the form
(H0f)(x) =
∑
y: ‖y−x‖=1
f(y). (1.3)
It is not difficult, however, to consider a more general, finite-difference operator H0.
In contrast to the usual approach of the Anderson localization theory for Hamil-
tonians with random (e.g., IID) random potential, we consider a parametric family
of external potentials, generated by a ”hull” function
v : Ω×Θ→ R (1.4)
on the Cartesian product of the phase space (Ω,F,P) of a dynamical system
T : Zd × Ω→ Ω (1.5)
with discrete time Zd, and of an auxiliary parameter space which we endow with
the structure of a probability space (Θ,B,PΘ). Specifically, we set
V (x;ω;ϑ) = v(T xω;ϑ), (1.6)
so that the dynamical system, acting on ω ∈ Ω, leaves invariant the parameter
ϑ ∈ Θ. The structure of the ”hull” function v is discussed in detail in Sections
4.3 and 6. Summarising, one can say that we expand the hull ω 7→ v(ω) in a
convergent series, v(ω) =
∑
n≥0 ciφi(ω), and consider the expansion coefficients ci
as independent parameters. Introducing the parameter space makes possible the
exclusion of ”unwanted” hulls essentially in the same way as one excludes a subset
of random samples ω ∈ Ω in the localization theory of random operators. It is this
specific construction which allows us to prove the main result on genuinely uniform
Anderson localization for typical values of the expansion coefficients (see Theorem
5.1 in Section 5). We encapsulate the main requirement for the underlying dynam-
ical system generating the deterministic random potential in one mild condition –
”Uniform Power-law Aperiodicity” ((UPA); cf. (3.1) in Section 3).
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Putting the factor g in front of the external potential energy in (1.1) is a natural
way to control the amplitude of the (deterministic) disorder. Since V , as well as
U) can be of arbitrary sign or sign-indefinite, we always assume that g > 0, for
notational brevity.
A rich and interesting class of quasi-periodic potentials, e.g., in one dimension,
is obtained when Ω is the torus T1 endowed with the Haar measure P, and the
dynamical system on Ω is given by T x : ω 7→ ω + xα, ω ∈ T1, and α ∈ R \Q. As
is well-known, this dynamical system is ergodic. Taking a function v : T1 → R, we
can define an ergodic family of quasi-periodic potentials V : Z → R by V (x;ω) :=
v(T xω). Multi-dimensional quasi-periodic potentials on Zd can be constructed in
a similar way (with the help of d incommensurate frequency vectors αj ∈ Rν , j =
1, . . . , d). In the case where v(ω) = g cos(2πω), g ∈ R, α ∈ R \ Q, the DSO H(ω)
with the potential V (x;ω) = v(T xω) is called Almost Mathieu or Harper’s operator.
A terminological remark: Following the tradition of the harmonic analysis on
compact abelian groups, one often assumes some regularity of a function v : Ω →
R on the group Ω, when qualifying it as ”almost-periodic”. We employ a more
liberal terminology, focusing on the properties of the dynamical system at hand,
T : Zd × Ω→ Ω, and making abstraction, e.g., of the continuity of the hulls v.
Sinai [43] and Fro¨hlich et al. [34] proved Anderson localization for a class of
the (single-particle) DSO with the cosine-like potential; more precisely, the hull
v : T1 → R was assumed to be of the class C2(T1) and have exactly two extrema,
both non-degenerate. Operators with several basic frequencies (i.e., ω ∈ Tν , ν > 1)
were studied in [17] (ν = 2), and later in a cycle of works by Bourgain, Goldstein
and Schlag, for various dynamical systems on a torus Ω = Tν , ν ≤ 2, where the
”hull” v(ω) was assumed analytic; see, e.g., [4–6]. Chan [8] used a parameter
exclusion technique (different from ours) to establish the localization for quasi-
periodic operators with sufficiently non-degenerate hull v ∈ C3(T1).
Our model features unusually strong localization properties, similar to those of
the celebrated Maryland model, discovered and studied by the team of physicists
Fishman et al. [31]. The potential in the Maryland model is quasi-periodic and
generated by the analytic hull
ω 7→ g tanπω, ω ∈ T1 ∼= [0, 1) ⊂ R →֒ C,
which admits a meromorphic continuation to the complex plane. Its restriction
to R is strictly monotone on the period (between two consecutive poles), and this
ultimately results in complete absence of “resonances” between distant sites in the
lattice Zd. In turn, this gives rise to the exponentially localized eigenstates which
are unimodal, i.e., cannot have multiple ”peaks”.
The notion of a ”peak” becomes meaningful for the disorder amplitude |g| ≫ 1:
in this case, the Maryland operator has an orthonormal eigenbasis of exponentially
fast decaying eigenfunctions ψx, labeled in a non-ambiguous and natural way by
the points x ∈ Zd so that
inf
x∈Zd
|ψx(x)|2 ≥ 1− C|g|−1/2 > 1
2
.
In other words, for |g| ≫ 1, the eigenbasis for H(ω) is a small-norm perturbation of
the standard delta-basis in ℓ2(Zd); this would be, of course, an event of probability
0 for random Anderson Hamiltonians.
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In the Almost Mathieu model and, more generally, in the class of models studied
by Sinai [43] and Fro¨hlich et al. [34], with a single-frequency, cosine-like poten-
tial, typical eigenfunctions have multiple peaks; the set of locations of peaks of an
eigenfunction ψ was called in [43] the essential support of ψ. The multiple peaks
are, in fact, inevitable in the deterministic (e.g., quasi-periodic) models with the
potential generated by a continuous hull v on the phase space of the underlying
dynamical system; they have a topological nature. In the random Anderson models
with, say, IID potentials, a probabilistic mechanism is responsible for the occurrence
of multiple peaks, with probability one. These observations clearly set apart the
deterministic models with ”rigid” (in particular, quasi-periodic) potentials where
exceptional mechanisms prevent the eigenfunctions from having multiple peaks. In
the author’s opinion, these mechanisms, observed in single-particle (cf. [16]) and in
multi-particle deterministic Anderson models (considered here) are less robust than
those which give rise to the Semi-Uniform Localization of Eigenfunctions (cf. [14]).
Damanik and Gan proved uniform localization for a class of (single-particle)
Schro¨dinger operators with the so-called limit-periodic potentials in Z1 [28], and
more recently in Zd, d ≥ 1 [29]. Recall that a function f : Zd → R (resp., on Rd)
is called limit-periodic if it is the uniform limit of a sequence of periodic functions
fn : Z
d → R (resp., on Rd). Such an exceptionally strong form of convergence of the
approximants fn suggests that spectral properties of the limiting operator would
resemble that of the periodic approximants; indeed, this was proved for several
classes of limit-periodic Schro¨dinger operators (mainly on R1), under the condition
of sufficiently fast, uniform convergence ‖fn − f‖∞ → 0. It is to be stressed that
the rate of convergence is to be related to the rate of growth of the periods of the
approximants fn (cf., e.g., [1, 9, 40, 42]). On the other hand, it was shown in our
earlier work [41], in the framework of one-dimensional Schro¨dinger operators with
limit-periodic potentials, H = − d2dx2 + V (x), with
V (x) =
∑
n≥1
anvn(Tnx), vn(x+ Tn) ≡ vn(x),
that a sufficiently rapid growth of the periods Tn gives rise to rapidly growing (or
rapidly decaying) solutions of Hψ = Eψ, for ”generic” periodic components vn.
The uniform localization proven in [28, 29] also requires the periods Tn (which are
vectors when d ≥ 2) to grow fast enough, once the convergence rate ‖fn− f‖∞ → 0
has been fixed.
Another particularity of the Maryland model, rigorously proven in independent
mathematical works by Pastur–Figotin [33] and Simon [45], is the non-perturbative
complete exponential localization: it occurs for any, arbitrarily small amplitude of
disorder |g| > 0. With the exception for this particular feature, the ”unimodal”, or
”uniform exponential” localization was extended by Bellissard, Lima and Scoppola
[3] to the class of meromorphic hulls with a real period, strictly monotone on the
period.
The class of deterministic Anderson models considered in this paper features the
same complete unimodality of the eigenbasis, i.e., genuinely uniform decay of all
eigenfunctions, and not just semi-uniform (often referenced to as SULE property:
Semi-Uniformly Localized Eigenfunctions). It is to be emphasized that our class of
models also has significant differences from the Maryland and the BLS-type models:
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(1) The class of the underlying dynamical systems, representing the disorder
from the traditional point of view, is not limited to quasi-periodic or, more
generally, almost-periodic systems. This is explained by the fact that the
”dynamical disorder” plays a subordinate, indeed minor role in the physics
of Anderson localization phenomenon, while the dominant role is given to
the ”parametric disorder”, responsible for the decay of the eigenfunctions.
(2) The uniform decay of eigenfunctions occurs for all phase points of the dy-
namical system, and not just for Lebesgue-almost all, as in many quasi-
periodic systems. On the other hand, it occurs only for a subset of the
parameter set, labeling the hulls. The measure of the excluded subset de-
cays as |g| → ∞ but remains positive (at least, as far as the rigorous proofs
are concerned) for any finite g. In other words, we prove localization for
a.e. parameter ϑ ∈ Θ and for all ω ∈ Ω, but with g ≥ g0(ϑ).
 In this work, as in [13], we often use the term random, sometimes putting it in
quotes, and this might create the illusion that the operators with deterministic –
e.g., quasi-periodic – potentials, considered here, are somehow perturbed by a mas-
terly hidden random noise. We stress that the external potential always remains
deterministic, with stochastic properties induced exclusively by the underlying dy-
namical system. For example, if {T x, x ∈ Zd} is generated by incommensurate
shifts of the torus, the obtained potentials are genuinely quasi-periodic. It is
true, however, that many techniques used in the proof of localization come from the
conventional theory of random Anderson Hamiltonians, and this is one of the main
points of our approach, where the probabilistic vocabulary, used in the context of
the parametric disorder (or, rather, parametric freedom), proves instrumental.
2. Indistinguishable particles and fermionic Hamiltonians
2.1. Some notational conventions. We denote by [[a, b]] the integer intervals
{a, a+ 1, . . . , b}, with a, b ∈ Z, a ≤ b.
For t ∈ R, ⌊t⌋ stands for integer part of t, i.e., the largest integer n ≤ t.
As usual, we set s ∨ t := max{s, t}.
The symmetric difference of arbitrary sets A,B, i.e., (A∪B)\(A∩B), is denoted
by A⊖B, since the symbol ∆ is reserved for the graph Laplacians.
As a rule, we use boldface letters to denote ”multi-particle” objects. As was
already said, the number of particles will be usually denoted by Gothic letters N, n.
Given a finite interval I ⊂ R, we denote by Unif(I) the uniform probability
distribution in I.
To avoid cumbersome formulae, we will sometimes use notation a, b 6=∈A, mean-
ing that a and b are two distinct elements of the set A.
2.2. Symmetric powers of graphs. In contrast with earlier works [19, 20], [2],
where the quantum particles were considered as distinguishable (i.e., the spectral
analysis of N-particle operators was carried out in the entire tensor power H⊗N1
of the 1-particle quantum state space H1 = ℓ2(Zd)), we adopt here a more tradi-
tional point of view of quantum mechanics and consider particles indistinguishable.
Furthermore, quantum states Ψ(x1, . . . , xN) of an N-particle system must be ei-
ther symmetric in x1, . . . , xN (Bose–Einstein quantum statistics) or antisymmetric
(Fermi–Dirac quantum statistics). While the localization phenomena (pure point
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spectrum, exponential decay of eigenfunctions and the strong dynamical localiza-
tion) can be established in the entire Hilbert space H⊗N1 , restricting the spectral
problem to any of the eigenspaces of (the unitary representation of) the symme-
try group SN acting by permutations of the coordinates allows one to simplify
the scaling analysis. Indeed, the analysis of the so-called resonances2 is the crucial
component of the MSA (or the FMM), but in a system with a spatial symme-
try (e.g., related to the particle permutation group SN) a ”resonance” occurring
near some locus (x1, . . . , xN) automatically occurs near all the loci of the orbit of
(x1, . . . , xN) by the symmetry group. These multiple ”fantom resonances” are mere
artifacts of the language of distinguishable particles, yet a straightforward appli-
cation of the MSA technique is bound to take into account all these ”resonances”.
Such a difficulty can be avoided, when the spectral analysis is performed only in an
eigen-subspace of the symmetry group.
We choose the fermionic systems; this is not crucial to our technique but results
in some minor simplifications.
Recall the conventional construction of a symmetric power of a (locally finite)
graph. Given a graph (Z, E) with the vertex set Z and the edge set E , and an
integer N ≥ 2, consider the subset of N-tuples of pairwise distinct points in the
N-th cartesian power of Z,
Z
N =
{{x1, . . . , xN} : xj ∈ ZN, j ∈ [1,N], card{x1, . . . , xN} = N}.
To remind, or stress, that the particle positions in a configuration x = {x1, . . . , xN}
are pairwise distinct, we sometimes use the term ”fermionic configuration(s)”.
In our paper, the role of the graph Z is played by the integer lattice Zd, d ≥ 1,
with the edges formed by the nearest-neighbor pairs (x, y) (with ‖x− y‖1 = 1; here
‖x‖1 :=
∑
i |x(i)| for x = (x(1), . . . , x(d)) ∈ Zd). We denote by x⊖ y the symmetric
difference of the sets {x1, . . . , xN} and {y1, . . . , yN}.
Now define on ZN the graph structure (ZN,E(N)) induced by the adjacency
matrix Axy(Z
N) indexed by the points x, y ∈ ZN:
Axy(Z) =
{
1, if x⊖ y ∈ E ;
0, otherwise.
The notation x ⊖ y ∈ E is slightly abusive; more formally, a pair (x,y) is an edge
of ZN iff, for some z2, . . . , zN ∈ Z,
x = (x1, z2, . . . , zN), y = (y1, z2, . . . , zN), #{x1, y1, z2, . . . , zN} = N+ 1,
and (x1, y1) ∈ E is an edge of the underlying graph Z.
Pictorially, the configuration y is obtained from x by moving exactly one particle
(at x1) to one of its nearest neighbors (y1) in the 1-particle configuration space Z,
without leaving the ”sector” of configurations of N pairwise distinct positions.
The graph (Z ,E(N)) is known to be connected, whenever Z is connected.
Naturally, the above definition of the adjacency can be extended to particle
configurations with duplicate positions. Since we are going to work only with anti-
symmetric functions on the Cartesian product graph ZN, these functions must van-
ish on ∂ZN≥ , thus forming a closed Hilbert subspace, corresponding to the Dirichlet
boundary conditions on ∂ZN≥ .
2In the framework of the multi-particle MSA, we define this notion in Sect. 8.3.
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The graph structure (ZN,E(N)) induces the canonical graph distance ρ( · , · ):
ρ(x,y) is the length of the shortest path x y over the edges of ZN.
The graph structure induces also the canonical graph Laplacian
(−∆Ψ)(x) =
∑
〈x,y〉∈ZN
(Ψ(x)−Ψ(y)) = CZN(x)Ψ(x) −
∑
〈x,y〉∈ZN
Ψ(y);
here 〈x,y〉 denotes a pair of nearest neighbors (ρ(x,y) = 1), and CZN(x) is the
coordination number (the number of nearest neighbors) of x.
Given a subgraph Λ ⊂ ZN, we define its internal, external and the so-called
graph (or edge) boundary, in terms of the canonical graph distance:
∂−Λ = {y ∈ Λ : ρ(y,Λc) = 1 }
∂+Λ = {y ∈ Λc : ρ(y,Λ) = 1 } = ∂−Λc
∂Λ = { (x,y) ∈ Λ×Λc : ρ(x,y) = 1 }.
Given a fermionic configuration x = {x1, . . . , xN} ∈ ZN, N > 1, we call any
subset x′ = {xj , j ∈ J}, with J ⊂ {1, . . . ,N}, sub-configuration of x, and write
x′ ⊂ x. Given a sub-configuration x′ ⊂ x, one can define the complement of
x′ relative to x, x′′ = (x′)c := x ⊖ x′; in this case, we say that x admits the
decomposition x = (x′,x′′).
2.3. Representation by occupation numbers. One can use an alternative con-
struction of the configuration space of N indistinguishable (fermionic) particles.
Namely, given an ordered N-tuple ~x = (x1, . . . , xN) ∈ ZN, define a function3
n~x : Z 7→ N by n~x(y) = #{j : xj = y}, y ∈ Z. Then the set of vertices Z
corresponds to the set of functions nx : Z → Z with values in {0, 1} subject to the
constraint
∑
y∈Z nx(y) = N. In physical terms, nx gives the ”occupation numbers”
of the N-particle configuration x. When the particles are considered indistinguish-
able (fermionic or bosonic), the occupation numbers (i.e., the number of particles
of the given configuration occupying each lattice point) uniquely identify the con-
figuration, and vice versa. In the case considered in the present paper, where the
particles are fermions, occupation numbers take values in {0, 1}. Formally, the
boundary ∂ZN≥ does not appear in this alternative construction, but for the defini-
tion of the multi-particle Hamiltonians, it can be introduced, by allowing occupation
numbers nx with values in [[0,N]] subject to the constraint
∑
y∈Z nx(y) = N.
2.4. Fermionic Hamiltonians. A self-consistent representation of the fermionic
Hamiltonian H(ω;ϑ), not referring to the lattice (Zd)N serving as the configuration
space of the distinguishable particles, is as follows:
H = −∆ZN + g
∑
x∈x
v(T xω;ϑ) +
∑
x,y 6=∈x
U (2)(|y − x|), (2.1)
where the second and the third terms in the RHS are understood as the operators
of multiplication by the functions x 7→ gV(x;ω;ϑ) and, respectively, x 7→ U(x),
x ∈ ZN.
Given an N-particle DSO H = HN(ω;ϑ) = H0 + gV(ω;ϑ) + U, and a proper
subset Λ ( ZN, we consider the restriction HΛ of H to Λ defined as follows:
HΛ = 1ΛH1Λ ↾ ℓ
2(Λ), where the indicator function 1Λ is identified with the
3In other words, n is a formal finite linear combination of points of Z with integer coefficients.
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multiplication operator by this function, and also with the natural orthogonal pro-
jection from ℓ2(ZN) onto ℓ2(Λ). HΛ is usually considered as the discrete analog of
the Schro¨dinger operator with Dirichlet boundary conditions, acting on functions
ψ vanishing outside Λ.
As usual in the Multi-Scale Analysis, we will work with the length scale sequence
{Lj, j ≥ 0} ⊂ N∗: given a positive integer L0, we set for j ≥ 1
Lj = L
2
j−1 = (L0)
2j . (2.2)
It is convenient for the analysis of unimodal eigenstates to define also the scale
L−1 = 0, (2.3)
so that the balls BL−1(u) ⊂ Z and BL−1(u) ⊂ ZN are single-site sets.
2.5. Augmented dynamical system. The presence ofN, possibly different, phase
points T x1ω, . . . , T xNω in the potential energy
V(x;ω;ϑ) =
N∑
i=1
v(T xiω;ϑ)
suggests introducing the N-th Cartesian power of the dynamical system T , viz.
T : ZN × (Tν)N → (Tν)N
(x1, . . . , xN;ω1, . . . , ωN) 7→ (T x1ω1, . . . , T xNωN) (2.4)
and the augmented hull, V : (Tν)N → R, defined by
V (ω1, . . . , ωN) = v(ω1) + · · ·+ v(ωN).
Naturally, we are only interested in the trajectories of the diagonal phase points
ω(N) := (ω, . . . , ω), and by slight abuse of notations, sometimes it will be convenient
to write
V(x;ω(N);ϑ) = V (Txω(N)), H(ω(N);ϑ) = H0 + gV (T
xω(N)) +U,
instead of our usual notations V(ω;ϑ), H(ω;ϑ).
Given a ∈ Zd, we denote by Sa the translation Sa : x 7→ x+ a, x ∈ Zd. Further,
for x ∈ ZN, we define the unitary shift operator Ux. First, in the lattice (Zd)N of
distinguishable particle configurations, we set
Uxf(y) := f(y − x),
with y = (y1, . . . , yN), x = (x1, . . . , xN) ∈ (Zd)N, and then we reduce it to the
fermionic subspace of anti-symmetric square-summable functions; the latter is al-
ready represented as the Hilbert space ℓ2(ZN), so we can consider Ux as a unitary
operator in the space of functions on ZN.
For any u ∈ ZN, we have the covariance relation
HBL(u)(ω
(N);ϑ) = U−uHBL(0)(Tuω(N);ϑ)Uu,
which does not affect the parameter ϑ ∈ Θ.
Removing the external potential energy gV, we obtain the extended kinetic
operator K := H0 + U. Unlike the full, spatially inhomogeneous Hamiltonian
H = K+ gV(ω;ϑ), the kinetic operator has a symmetry group, including all ”diag-
onal” translations x 7→ x+ (a, a, . . . , a), a ∈ Zd. Again, the latter formula initially
makes sense in (Zd)N, but then it can be extended to ZN. Generally speaking,
with an interaction of infinite range, non-diagonal translations are not symmetries
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of K, but, as we will see in Sect. 11, the family of symmetries of K is much richer,
whenever U has finite range. Specifically, considering the restrictions KBL(u) to
the balls of (any) fixed radius L ≥ 0, the entire family of multi-particle opera-
tors {KBL(u), u ∈ ZN} is decomposed into a finite number of unitary equivalence
classes; moreover, this unitary equivalence is due to properly chosen shift trans-
formations. See the details in Sect. 11. We will exploit this fact in the course of
approximation of H by truncated Hamiltonians, with finite-range interactions.
3. Requirements for the dynamical system and the interaction
For the sake of clarity, we consider only the case where Ω = Tν , ν ≥ 1, and it is
convenient to define the distance distΩ[ω
′, ω′′] as follows: for ω′ = (ω′1, . . . , ω
′
ν) and
ω′′ = (ω′′1 , . . . , ω
′′
ν ),
distΩ[ω
′, ω′′] := max
1≤i≤ν
distT1 [ω
′
i, ω
′′
i ],
where distT1 is the conventional distance on the unit circle T
1 = R1/Z1. With this
definition, the diameter of a cube of side length r in Tν equals r, for any dimension
ν ≥ 1. The reason for the choice of the phase space Ω = Tν is that the parametric
families of ensembles of potentials V (x;ω;ϑ) are fairly explicit in this case, and
besides, this allows one to construct families of quasi-periodic operators.
We assume that the underlying dynamical system T (generating the potential)
satisfies the condition of Uniform Power-law Aperiodicity:
(UPA) ∃A,CA ∈ N∗ ∀ω ∈ Ω ∀x, y ∈ Zν such that x 6= y
distΩ(T
xω, T yω) ≥ C−1A |x− y|−A, (3.1)
and of tempered local divergence of trajectories:
(DIV) ∃A′, CA′ ∈ N∗ ∀ω, ω′ ∈ Ω ∀x ∈ Zν \ {0}
distΩ(T xω, T xω′) ≤ CA′ |x|A′ distΩ(ω, ω′). (3.2)
Remark 3.1. It is not difficult to see that both (UPA) and (DIV) rule out strongly
mixing dynamical systems like the hyperbolic toral automorphisms (while the skew
shifts of tori are still allowed). This certainly looks quite surprising, but it has to
be emphasized that our proof is oriented towards the dynamical systems with the
weakest stochasticity. In a manner of speaking, we actually need that the dynam-
ical system “do not interfere” with the “randomness” provided by the parametric
freedom in the choice of the sample potential V (·;ω;ϑ). As to the mixing systems,
their intrinsic stochasticity is to be used in the proof of localization in a different
way; this puts them beyond the scope of the present paper. Note, however, that the
localization properties of deterministic DSO with strongly mixing potential should,
in our opinion, be similar to those of the genuinely random DSO. In particular, we
believe that the uniform decay and unimodality of the eigenfunctions cannot occur
for the DSO with sufficiently strongly mixing potentials.
For the rotations of the torus Tν , (DIV) holds trivially, since T x are isometries,
and (UPA) reads as the Diophantine condition for the frequencies.
Finally, we make the following assumption:
(INT) The two-body interaction potential U satisfies the decay bound
∀ r ≥ 1 |U(r)| ≤ r−2B ln r, (3.3)
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where B = 400bA2/ ln 2 (cf. (6.11)) with the same value A > 0 as in (UPA) and
b > 0 as in (4.7).
4. Parametric ensembles of potentials
4.1. The Local Variation Bound. Following [14], we introduce now a hypothesis
on the random field v : Ω×Θ→ R on Ω, relative to the probability space (Θ,B,PΘ),
which is logically independent of the particular construction given in subsection 4.3.
Later we will show that it is holds true for the hull functions v constructed with
the help of the randelette expansions described in subsection 4.3.
(LVB): Let v : Ω×Θ→ R be a measurable function on the product probability
space (Ω×Θ,F×B,P×PΘ). There exists a family of sub-sigma-algebras BL ⊂B,
L ∈ N∗, such that, conditional on F × BL (hence, with ω ∈ Ω fixed), for any
ball BL4(u), the values {V (x;ω;ϑ) := v(T xω;ϑ), x ∈ BL4(u)}, are (conditionally)
independent and admit individual (conditional) probability densities ρ
(L)
v,x(· |F×BL),
satisfying, for some B,C′′ ∈ (0,+∞),
ess sup
∥∥ρ(L)v,x(· |F×BL)∥∥∞ ≤ C′′LB lnL. (4.1)
In our model, the key probability estimates will be established for all ω ∈ Ω = Tν .
It is readily seen that for the scaled random variables (ω;ϑ) 7→ gV (x;ω;ϑ) the
assumption (4.1) implies
ess sup ‖ρ(L)gv,x(· |F×BL)‖∞ ≤ C′′g−1LB lnL, C′′ ∈ (0,+∞). (4.2)
This property allows to prove analogs of the Wegner estimate (cf. Sect. 7.2)
in finite balls of any size L; in our model, such estimates, as we shall see, are not
uniform in L and actually deteriorate as L→∞.
As shows the proof of Lemma 6.1, for the class of models considered in this paper,
the above mentioned individual densities ρ
(L)
v,x are simply uniform densities, in some
intervals I
(L)
v,x ⊂ R of length aN˜(L), thus bounded by a−1N˜(L) ≤ ConstL
O(lnL).
4.2. Regularity of the Conditional Mean. The additional assumption formu-
lated below is not critical for the proof of the N-particle semi-uniform localization
in the entire lattice ZN (which is beyond the scope of the present paper). However,
it is required for the efficient multi-particle localization bounds in (arbitrarily
large) finite volumes. This feature is not specific to the deterministic operators;
in fact, it was first observed in the context of N-particle DSO with IID random
potential (cf. [20], [2]). A partial solution to this technical problem was proposed
in our earlier work [12], for a class of random potentials including Gaussian random
fields with discrete or continuous argument, and later extended to a larger class of
random potentials. Here we adapt it to the context of deterministic potentials.
(RCM): Let v : Ω×Θ→ R be a measurable function on the product probability
space (Ω × Θ,F × B,P × PΘ). There exist constants a′, b′, C′ ∈ (0,+∞ with the
following property.
Let Λ ⊂ Zd be a finite set, and consider the empirical mean ξΛ(ω;ϑ) of the sample
{V (x;ω;ϑ) := v(T xω;ϑ), x ∈ Λ} and the fluctuations relative to ξΛ(ω;ϑ):
ξΛ(ω;ϑ) :=
1
|Λ|
∑
x∈Λ
V (x;ω;ϑ), ηΛx (ω;ϑ) := V (x;ω;ϑ)− ξΛ(ω;ϑ), x ∈ Λ. (4.3)
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Next, let BΛη be sub-sigma-algebra of F×B generated by the random variables
{ηΛx (·), x ∈ Λ; V (y; ·; ·), y ∈ Z \ Λ}. (4.4)
Then for any F×BΛη -measurable function µ : Ω×Θ→ R, one has
∀ s ∈ (0, 1] ess sup PΘ { ξΛ ∈ [µ, µ+ s] ∣∣Bη } ≤ C′′|Λ|b′′sa′′ . (4.5)
In our work [15], the property (RCM) was proven for the uniform (and some other)
probability distributions. See Proposition C.2 in Appendix C, where it is used in
the proof of the key Wegner-type estimate, Theorem 7.2.
4.3. Deterministic potentials and randelette expansions. In Ref. [13], we
introduced parametric families of ergodic ensembles of operators {H(ω;ϑ), ω ∈ Ω}
depending upon a parameter ϑ ∈ Θ in an auxiliary space Θ. As shows [13], it is
convenient to endow Θ with the structure of a probability space, (Θ,B,PΘ), in
such a way that ϑ be, in fact, an infinite family of IID random variables on Θ,
providing an infinite number of auxiliary independent parameters allowing to vary
the hull v(ω;ϑ) locally in the phase space Ω. We called such parametric families
grand ensembles.
The above description is, of course, too abstract. In the framework of the DSO,
we proposed in [13] a more specific construction where H(ω;ϑ) = H0 + V (·;ω;ϑ),
with V (x;ω;ϑ) = V (T xω;ϑ) and
v(ω;ϑ) =
∞∑
n=1
an
Kn∑
k=1
ϑn,kϕn,k(ω), (4.6)
where the family of random variables ϑ := (ϑn,k, n ≥ 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ Kn) on Θ is IID,
and ϕn,k := (ϕn,k), n ≥ 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ Kn < ∞) are some functions on the phase
space Ω of the underlying dynamical system T x, such that diam supp ϕn,k → 0 as
n→∞. Representations of the form (4.6) were called in [13] randelette expansions,
referring to the ”random” nature of the expansion coefficients and to the shape of
ϕn,k reminding of the wavelets (”ondelettes”, in French).
Putting the amplitude of the function ϕn,k essentially in the ”generation” coef-
ficient an, it is natural to assume that |ϕn,k(ω)| are uniformly bounded in (n, k, ω).
Further, in order to control the potential V (T xω;ϑ) at any lattice site x ∈ Zd or,
equivalently, at every point ω ∈ Ω, it is natural to require that for every n ≥ 1, Ω
be covered by the union of the sets where at least one function ϕn,k is nonzero (and
preferably, not too small).
In the Sect. 4.4 below, we make a specific choice for {an} and {ϕn,k}.
Notice that the dynamics T x leaves ϑ invariant, so the latter is merely a parame-
ter in the deterministic potential V (x;ω;ϑ) = v(T xω;ϑ), generated by the values of
the hull function vϑ(·) : ω 7→ v(ω;ϑ) measured along the trajectory {T xω, x ∈ Zd}
of the dynamical system T : Zd × Ω→ Ω.
4.4. Lacunary “haarsh” randelette expansions. In the present paper, we focus
on the case is where the randelettes are piecewise constant Haar wavelets. For
example, if Ω = T1 = R/Z, we set, for n ≥ 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ Kn = 2n,
ϕn,k(ω) = 1Cn,k(ω), Cn,k =
[
(k − 1)2−n, k2−n) .
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It is to be emphasized that the orthogonality of the system of functions {ϕn,k, n ≥
0, 1 ≤ k ≤ Kn} is not essential for our results and proofs. In fact, one could take
the functions |ϕn,k| (which are obviously non-orthogonal); this would even result in
slightly simpler arguments in some auxiliary statements. Such a model was actually
studied in [13].
On the torus of higher dimension, one has to replace intervals of length 2−n by
cubes of sidelength 2−n. Specifically, given an integer n ≥ 0, for each integer vector
(l1, . . . , lν) with 1 ≤ li ≤ 2n, consider the cube
ν×
i=1
[
(li − 1)2−n, li2−n
) ⊂ Tν .
These cubes can be numbered in some way, e.g., in the lexicographical order of
vectors (l1, . . . , lν); their number equals Kn = 2
νn. We will denote these cubes by
Cn,k, k = 1, . . . ,Kn. Next, introduce a countable family of functions on T
ν ,
ϕn,k(ω) = 1Cn,k(ω), n ≥ 0, k = 1, . . . ,Kn,
and a family of IID random variables ϑn,k relative to an auxiliary probability space
(Θ,B,PΘ), uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. Next, pick a number b > 2N d and set
an = 2
−2bn2 , n ≥ 1. (4.7)
Now define a function v(ω;ϑ) on Ω×Θ,
v(ω;ϑ) =
∞∑
n=1
an
Kn∑
k=1
ϑn,kϕn,k(ω), (4.8)
which can be viewed as a family of functions v(· ;ϑ) on the torus, parameterized by
ϑ ∈ Θ, or as a particular case of a ”random” series of functions, expanded over a
given system of functions ϕn,k with ”random” coefficients.
We will call the expansions of the form (4.8) haarsh, referring to Haar’s (Haarsche,
in German) wavelets and to the ”harsh” nature of the resulting potentials. Con-
structing a potential out of flat pieces is rather unusual in the framework of the
localization theory, where all efforts were usually made so as to avoid flatness of
the potential. Yet, with an infinite number of flat components ϑn,k ϕn,k(ω), each
modulated by its own parameter ϑn,k, we proved earlier (cf. [10, 13, 15]) an analog
of Wegner bound [46] for the respective grand ensembles H(ω;ϑ).
The extremely rapid decay of the coefficients an, making the series ”lacunary”, is
required for the proof of unimodality and of uniform decay of eigenfunctions. With
coefficients behaving like an ∼ 2−bn, the sum of the tail series ǫN+1 :=
∑
n≥N+1 an
is comparable to aN , while we need ǫN+1 ≪ aN .
Building on the techniques from [13, 15, 16], we prove Anderson localization for
generic lacunary haarsh potentials of sufficiently large amplitude, under the mild
assumptions (UPA) (cf. (3.1)) and (DIV) (cf. (3.2)). In particular, we prove
Anderson localization for a class of quasi-periodic potentials with Diophantine fre-
quencies. As in [13, 16], we use a variant of the Multi-Scale Analysis, developed in
[26, 30] for random operators.
5. Main results
Theorem 5.1. Let be given arbitrary integers N, d ≥ 1, and consider the N-th sym-
metric power ZN of the lattice Zd, with the conventional graph structure. Consider
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a family of fermionic N-particle Hamiltonians in ℓ2(ZN), of the form (2.1) Assume
that the external potential has the form V (x;ω;ϑ) = v(T xω;ϑ) with v(ω;ϑ) given
by the expansion (4.6), and the dynamical system T x satisfies conditions (UPA)
and (DIV) (cf. (3.1), (3.2)) for some A,CA, A
′, CA′ ∈ N∗. Finally, assume that
the interaction potential satisfies the hypothesis (INT).
Then there exist finite positive constants g0, C0, and c
′, depending upon the
parameters A,CA, A
′, CA′ , d,N, ν, such that for any g ≥ g0, there exists a subset
Θ(∞)(g) ⊂ Θ of measure
PΘ
{
Θ(∞)(g)
}
≥ 1− C0 β(g),
where
0 < β(g) ≤ e−c′ ln1/2 g,
with the following property: if ϑ ∈ Θ(∞)(g), then for any ω ∈ Ω:
(A) H(ω;ϑ) has pure point spectrum;
(B) for any x ∈ ZN, there is exactly one eigenfunction ψx(· ;ω;ϑ) such that
|ψx(x;ω;ϑ)|2 > 1/2, (5.1)
i.e., ψx has the “localization center” x, and the localization centers establish a
bijection between the eigenbasis {ψx(·;ω;ϑ)} and the graph ZN;
(C) for all x ∈ ZN, the eigenfunctions ψx decay uniformly exponentially fast away
from their respective localization centers:
∀y ∈ ZN |ψx(y;ω;ϑ)| ≤ e−md(y,x), m = m(g, C,A) > 0.
The proof of Theorem 5.1, or rather the last, mainly analytic part of this proof,
with the help of a scale induction, occupies Sections 9–10; it relies upon the eigen-
value concentration estimates established in Sections 6–8 and 12 for all length scales,
without the scale induction.
We would like to emphasize, especially for the readers familiar with the works [20,
22] and the recent works by Klein and Nguyen [38, 39] on multi-particle disordered
systems, that the proof of Theorem 5.1 does not use the induction on the number
of particles. However, this new technique does not allow one to prove the uniform
N-particle localization bounds in a deterministic potential for a system of N ∼ ρ|Λ|
particles in an arbitrarily large volume Λ ⊂ Zd, with a fixed ρ > 0.
Theorem 5.2. Under the assumptions and with notations of Theorem 5.1, let
ϑ ∈ Θ(∞)(g). If m = m(g) > 0 is large enough, then for any ω ∈ Ω and all
x,y ∈ ZN, for any continuous function φ with ‖φ‖∞ ≤ 1 and some constant
Const(N, d) independent of ω,
sup
φ∈B1(R)
|〈1x |φ(H(ω;ϑ))|1y〉| ≤ Const(N, d) e−mρ(x,y).
In particular,
sup
ω∈Ω
sup
t∈R
|〈1x |e−itH(ω;ϑ)|1y〉| ≤ Const(N, d) e−mρ(x,y).
Here B1(R) stands for the set of continuous functions φ : R→ C with ‖φ‖ ≤ 1.
The derivation of the uniform dynamical localization from the results on uni-
form decay of unimodal eigenstates is quite simple and does not require the usual
techniques of the multi-scale analysis (cf. [27, 35–37]). See the proof in Sect. 10.2.
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6. Randelettes and separation bounds for the potential
6.1. Partitions. Consider the phase space Ω which we always assume in this paper
to be the torus Tν of dimension ν ≥ 1: Tν = Rν/Zν ∼= [0, 1)ν . For each n ≥ 0, we
have introduced the family of Kn = 2
νn adjacent cubes Cn,k, k = 1, . . . ,Kn, of side
length 2−n, and functions ϕn,k : ω 7→ 1Cn,k(ω). More precisely, we assume that
Cn,k have the form
Cn,k =
ν×
i=1
[
li,n,k2
−n, (li,n,k + 1)2
−n
)
, li,n,k ∈ [[0, 2n − 1]], i = 1, . . . , ν,
so for every n ≥ 0, the supports {Cn,k = suppϕn,k, 1 ≤ k ≤ Kn} naturally define
a partition of the phase space Ω:
Cn = {Cn,k, 1 ≤ k ≤ Kn }.
To each element Cn,k of the partition Cn corresponds a unique finite sequence
of indices κ(n, k) = (k0, . . . , kn−1, kn = k) labeling n + 1 elements Ci,k̂i ⊃ Cn,k,
0 ≤ i ≤ n, of partitions preceding or equal to Cn. Here we denoted by k̂i(ω) the
(unique) index such that
ω ∈ Ci,k̂i(ω). (6.1)
6.2. Piecewise-constant approximants of the hull. For each N ≥ 0, introduce
the approximant of v(ω;ϑ) given by (4.6):
vN (ω;ϑ) =
N∑
n=0
an
Kn∑
k=1
ϑn,kϕn,k. (6.2)
The random variables ϑ 7→ vN (ω;ϑ) are strongly correlated via the values ϑn′,•
with n′ < n. However, for any fixed n, the family of random variables on the
probability space (Θ,B,PΘ), {ϑn,k(ϑ)(ω), k = 1, . . . ,Kn}, is independent. We shall
see that the amplitudes ϑn,k bring enough ”innovation” into the n-th generation of
the randelettes, and imitate, to a certain degree, some important properties of IID
random potentials.
Further, for any N ≥ 1, if b ≥ 2, then we have
∞∑
n=N+1
an =
∞∑
n=N+1
2−bn
2
= 2−b(2N+1)2−bN
2
∞∑
i=0
2−b(N+i)
2+b(N+1)2
≤ 2−b(2N+1)aN
∞∑
i=0
2−i ≤ 1
2
2−2bNaN ,
(6.3)
so the norm ‖v − vN‖∞ := supω∈Ω ‖v − vN‖L∞(Θ) can be bounded as follows:
‖v − vN‖∞ ≤ 1
2
2−2bNaN . (6.4)
Owing to (6.3), the RHS is much smaller than the width (aN ) of the distribution
of the random coefficients aNϑN,k, 1 ≤ k ≤ KN (recall that ϑN,k ∼ Unif [0, 1]). Set
n˜(L) = n˜(L,A,C) := 1 +
⌊
4A lnL− ln(C/2)
ln 2
⌋
,
N˜(L) = n˜(L4),
(6.5)
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and observe that, for L large enough so | lnC|+ 2 ln 2 < A lnL,
3A lnL
ln 2
< n˜(L) <
5A lnL
ln 2
,
L−20A < 2−N˜(L) < L−12A.
(6.6)
Therefore,
2−N˜(L) = L−A˜, A˜ = A˜(A,CA) ∈
[
12A
ln 2
,
20A
ln 2
]
⊂ [17A, 29A] . (6.7)
The condition A lnL0 > | lnC| + 2 ln 2, along with some other lower bounds on
L0 > 1, will be always assumed below, in the course of the scale induction, where
we work with balls of side length Lj = (L0)
2j , j ≥ 0 (cf. (7.1)). Then for any
u ∈ Zd and any ω ∈ Ω, all the points of the finite trajectory {T xω, x ∈ BL4(u)}
are separated by the elements of the partition CN˜(L), since by (UPA) and the first
LHS inequality in (6.6), we have
1
2
distΩ(T
xω, T yω) ≥ 1
2
C(L4)−A > 2−N˜(L). (6.8)
Lemma 6.1. Under the assumptions (UPA) and (DIV), the bound (LVB) holds
true with C′′ = 1 and B = 400bA2/ ln 2:
a−1
N˜(L)
≤ L−B lnL. (6.9)
Proof. Fix any integer L ≥ 1 and let BL be the sigma-algebra generated by the
random variables {ϑn,k, n ≤ N˜(L), 1 ≤ k ≤ Kn}. By (6.8), all the points of the
finite trajectory {T xω, x ∈ BL4(u)} are separated by the elements of the partition
CN˜(L), so each value v(T xω;ϑ) has the form
v(T xω;ϑ) =
∑
n<N˜(L)
Kn∑
k=1
anϑn,kϕn,k(T
xω) +
∑
n≥N˜(L)
Kn∑
k=1
anϑn,kϕn,k(T
xω)
= ζω(ϑ) + aN˜ϑN˜,k̂(Txω)sN˜,k̂
N˜
(T xω), sN˜,k̂
N˜
(T xω) ∈ {−1,+1},
where the first term ζω(ϑ) in the RHS is BL-measurable. Recall (cf. (6.1)) that
for each fixed ω′ ∈ Ω, we introduced the indices k̂n(ω′) such that ω′ ∈ Cn,k̂n(ω′).
Since ϑn,k ∼ Unif([0, 1]) and sN˜,k̂
N˜
(ω) = ±1, the last term in the above RHS, as a
random variable on (Θ,PΘ), has probability density bounded by
a−1
N˜
= 2bN˜
2 ≤ exp
{
ln 2 · b (20A)
2 ln2 L
ln2 2
}
= LB lnL (6.10)
with
B = 400 bA2/ ln 2, (6.11)
and that last term is independent of BL. This proves the claim. 
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7. Wegner-type bounds and spectral spacings
Recall that we have introduced in (2.2)–(2.3) a sequence of integers (length scales)
Lj , j ≥ −1, where L−1 = 0 and for all j ≥ 1,
Lj := L
2
j−1 = (L0)
2j . (7.1)
In the scale induction carried out in Sect. 9, we will use two sequences of positive
real numbers,
δj = δj = βj(g)aN˜(Lj),
βj = βj = 2
−2bN˜(Lj).
(7.2)
It is not difficult to see that
β(g) ≤ e−c2 ln1/2 g, (7.3)
with some c2 > 0 which will be specified later. Owing to (6.6), we have
δj < C1 L
−(3A)2b·4 lnLj
j ≤ C2 L−C
′2j lnL0
0 , (7.4)
so that
S(g) :=
∑
j≥0
δj <∞, S(g) −→
g→∞
0.
7.1. Weak separation of balls. In the conventional, single-particle localization
theory of discrete Schro¨dinger operators with IID random potential, the operators
HΛ(ω), HΛ′(ω) with Λ ∩ Λ′ = ∅ are independent; one of the most important dis-
tinctions of the multi-particle localization analysis is that the dependence between
the operators HBL(x)(ω) and HBL(y)(ω) does not necessarily vanish, nor decays in
any way, as ‖x−y‖ → ∞. A reasonable replacement for the property, usually called
Independence At Distance (IAD) in the single-particle theory, was proposed in our
works [19,20]; we called it there ”separability” of multi-particle balls. However, the
”separability” introduced in [19, 20] was too restrictive; specifically, it is not neces-
sarily satisfied by distant N-particle balls. A more general notion, weak separability,
was proposed in [11], to address the problem of efficient multi-particle EVC bounds.
In the present paper, where the particles are assumed to be indistinguishable, the
notion of weak separability from [11] is to be adapted to the context of the N-th
symmetric power of Zd.
Definition 7.1. Let L ≥ 0 and B(n)L (x), B(n)L (y) be two n-particle balls, n ≥ 2. We
say that B
(n)
L (x) is weakly separated from B
(n)
L (y) if there exist:
(1) a decomposition x = (x′,x′′), x′ ∈ Zn1 , 1 ≤ n1 ≤ n,
(2) a similar decomposition y = (y′,y′′), y′ ∈ Zn2 , 0 ≤ n2 < n1,
(3) a cube Q ⊂ Zd with diamQ ≤ 2nL,
such that
Πx′ ∪ Πy′ ⊂ Q,
Πx′′ ∪ Πy′′ ⊂ Zd \Q. (7.5)
A pair of balls B
(n)
L (x), B
(n)
L (y) is called weakly separated if at least one of the balls
is weakly separated from the other.
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Given a subset Λ ⊂ ZN, sometimes we will write BL(x),BL(y) ⊏ Λ, meaning
that BL(x),BL(y) ⊂ Λ and the balls BL(x),BL(y) are weakly separated.
To refer explicitly to the set Q figuring in the property (7.5), where appropri-
ate, we will say that the pair of balls BL(x), BL(y) satisfying (7.5) is weakly
Q-separated. The following elementary statement shows that ”sufficiently distant”
balls are weakly separated.
Lemma 7.1 (Cf. [11, Lemma 2.3]). A pair of balls B
(n)
L (x), B
(n)
L (x) with ρ(x,y) >
3nL is weakly separated. In particular, distinct single-point subsets {x} ≡ B(n)0 (x)
and {y} ≡ B(n)0 (y), x 6= y, are weakly separated.
Proof. See the proof in Appendix B. 
7.2. Wegner-type bounds. Given an N-particle ball B
(N)
L (u), we will denote
by Σ
(
B
(N)
L (u)
)
the set of eigenvalues Ei (counting multiplicities) of the respective
HamiltonianH
B
(N)
L (u)
(ω;ϑ); they will be assumed to be numbered in non-decreasing
order, so that Ei ≤ Ei+1. The distances |Ei+1 − Ei| will be called the spectral
spacings (for H). Given the spectra of two operators, {E′i} and {E′′j }, we sometimes
refer to the distances |E′i − E′′j | as inter-spectral spacings.
The following theorem is an adaptation of the main result of [11].
Theorem 7.2. Suppose that the grand ensemble, generated by the randelette expan-
sion of the form (4.6), satisfies the hypotheses (UPA), (DIV) and (LVB). Then
for any j ≥ 0 and any 3NLj-distant pair of balls B(N)Lj (x), B
(N)
Lj
(y) one has
P
{
dist
(
Σ
(
B
(N)
Lj
(x)
)
,Σ
(
B
(N)
Lj
(y)
))
≤ gs
}
≤ C5Lj(2N+4)d+B lnLj s2/3, (7.6)
with C5 = C5(N, d) ∈ (0,+∞).
Proof. See the proof in Appendix C. 
Remark 7.1. The estimate (7.6) is unusual in two ways:
• As in [13], and unlike many works on random Anderson-type Hamiltonians, it
applies to the operators with deterministic potentials.
• Unlike earlier published papers on multi-particle Anderson localization, it ap-
plies to any pairs of O(L)-distant balls of radius L, with the distance induced by a
conventional norm-distance on the lattice. In [2, 20, 38, 39], the so-called Hausdorff
distance has been used, explicitly or implicitly. This did not allow one to establish
satisfactory Wegner-type bounds in arbitrarily large, but finite volumes, albeit one
still could prove localization in the infinite lattice. Such a situation was hardly
acceptable for the applications to physical models, where a sample of a disordered
media has always a finite size.
8. Separation bounds for the local spectra
8.1. Initial scale. Given a ball B := BL0(u) and a function V : B→ R, we set
Sep
[
V,B
]
:= min
{ |V(x) −V(y)|, x,y ∈ B, x 6= y }, (8.1)
(here ”Sep” stands for ”separation [bound]”). Observe that the eigenvalues of the
operator of multiplication by V, acting in ℓ2(B), are precisely the values of the
function V taken on B.
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Similarly, let {Ej , j = 1, . . . , |B|} = Σ
(
HB
)
; then we set
Sep
[
Σ(HB)
]
:= min
{ |Ei − Ej |, Ei, Ej ∈ Σ(HB), i 6= j }. (8.2)
Theorem 8.1. For any m ≥ 1 there exists an integer L0(g) ≥ ec1 ln1/2 g and positive
numbers g∗(m) > 0, β0(g) ≤ e−c2 ln1/2 g and a subset Θ(−1)(g) ⊂ Θ of measure
PΘ
{
Θ(−1)(g)
}
≥ 1− C′′L−12bA+A′′0 β0(g),
with
A′′ := 8Nd+ 4ν(A+A′), C′′ = C′′(A,A′,N, L0),
such that for all (ω, ϑ) ∈ Ω×Θ(−1)(g) and any u, one has
Sep
[
gV(· ;ω;ϑ),BL40(u)
]
≥ 4gδ0 ≥ 16Nde4m. (8.3)
See the proof in Sect. 12.3.
8.2. Arbitrary scale. Introduce the following quantities,
D(L, ω, θ;x,y) = dist
(
Σ(HBL(x)(ω, ϑ)), Σ(HBL(y)(ω, ϑ))
)
(8.4)
D(L, ω, θ) = min
〈BL(x),BL(y)〉⊏BL4(0)
D(L, ω, θ;x,y), (8.5)
D(L, θ) = inf
ω∈Ω
D(L, ω, θ), (8.6)
and the sets
Θ(j)(g) :=
{
ϑ ∈ Θ : inf
ω∈Ω
D(Lj , ϑ) ≥ 4gδj
}
,
Θ(∞)(g) := ∩j≥0Θ(j)(g).
(8.7)
Theorem 8.2. Suppose that the conditions (UPA) and (DIV) are fulfilled, with
b > A−1
(
16Nd+ 8ν(A+A′)
)
. Then for L0 large enough
PΘ
{
Θ(j)(g)
}
= PΘ
{
inf
ω∈Ω
D(Lj , ϑ) ≥ 4gδj
}
≥ 1− L−bAj , (8.8)
and, therefore,
PΘ
{
Θ(∞)(g)
}
−→
g→∞
1. (8.9)
See the proof in Sect. 8.2; it does not make use of the scale induction.
8.3. Resonant balls and their sparseness.
Definition 8.1. Given E ∈ R and a DSO HBLj (x), the ball BLj (x) is called E-
non-resonant (E-NR) if the following bound holds:
dist
[
Σ
(
BLj (x)
)
, E
]
≥ gδj .
Otherwise, it will be called E-resonant (E-R).
Taking into account Theorem 8.2, we come to an important conclusion:
Corollary 8.3. For g large enough and any (ω, ϑ) ∈ Ω × Θ(∞)(g), for each given
j ≥ 0 and any E ∈ R, there is no pair of 3NLj-distant E-R balls BLj (x), BLj (y)
⊂ B4Lj(0).
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Proof. Assume otherwise; then for some 3NLj-distant balls in B
4
Lj
(0)
dist
[
Σ
(
BLj (x);ω;ϑ
)
,Σ
(
BLj (y);ω;ϑ
)]
≤ dist [Σ (BLj (x);ω;ϑ) , E]+ dist [E,Σ (BLj(y);ω;ϑ)]
≤ gδj + gδj < 4gδj,
which is impossible for ϑ ∈ Θ(∞)(g), by (8.7). 
9. Scale induction for deterministic operators
In this section, we carry out the analytic part of the multi-scale analysis of the de-
terministic operators H(ω;ϑ), assuming that (ω, ϑ) ∈ Ω×Θ(∞)(g). The proofs are
simpler and shorter than usual (in the MSA of random operators), which is under-
standable, for the most tedious technical work is required to establish strong (uni-
form in ω ∈ Ω) lower bounds on spectral and inter-spectral spacings (cf. Sect. 12).
Definition 9.1. Let L ≥ ℓ ≥ 0 be integers and q ∈ (0, 1). Consider a finite set
Λ ⊂ Zd such that Λ ⊃ B2L(u). A function f : Λ→ R+ is called (ℓ, q)-dominated in
BL(u) if for any ball Bℓ(x) ⊂ B2L(u) one has
|f(x)| ≤ q max
y: |y−u|≤ℓ+1
|f(y)|. (9.1)
(The introduction of the ball of radius 2L and not L is explained by the particular
strategy of proof of Lemma 9.4 in Appendix E.)
The motivation for this definition comes from the following observation.
Lemma 9.1. Consider a ball B = BL(u) ⊂ Λ ⊆ ZN, L ≥ ℓ ≥ 0, u ∈ ZN, and the
operator HΛ with fixed potential V . Fix E ∈ R and let ψ ∈ ℓ2(Λ) be a normalized
eigenfunction of HΛ with eigenvalue E. If every ball Bℓ(x) ⊂ B is (E,m)-NS for
some m ≥ 1, then the function x 7→ |ψ(x)| (bounded by 1) is (ℓ, q)-dominated in B,
with q = e−γ(m,ℓ).
Proof. By the GRE for the eigenfunctions (cf. (A.2)),
|ψ(x)| ≤ |Bℓ(x)| max
y:|y−x|=ℓ
|GBℓ(x)(x, y;E)| max
y:|y−x|=ℓ+1
|ψ(y)|.
The assumed (E,m)-NS property of Bℓ(x) ⊂ B implies that, for ℓ ≥ 1, the two
maxima figuring in the RHS are bounded by |Bℓ(x)|−1e−γ(m,ℓ) and, respectively, by
‖ψ‖∞. This proves the claim. 
Lemma 9.2 (Cf. Lemma 4 in [14]). Consider a ball B = BLk+1(u), k ≥ 0, and
the operator HB with fixed potential V . Pick x0,y0 ∈ B with |x0 − y0| > Lk, and
fix E ∈ R. Suppose that B is E-NR and every ball BLk(x) ⊂ B is (E,m)-NS for
some m ≥ 1. Then the function
fy0 : x 7→ |GB(x,y0;E)|
is (Lk, q)-dominated in B, with q = e
−γ(m,Lk), and bounded by eL
β
k .
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 9.1 and will be omitted; the upper bound
on fy0 follows, of course, from the E-NR property.
Lemma 9.3 (Cf. Lemma 2 in [14]). Let f be an (ℓ, q)-dominated function in
BL(x) ⊂ B3L(x) ⊂ Λ ⊂ ZN. Then
|f(x)| ≤ q⌊L+1ℓ+1 ⌋M(f,Λ) ≤ q L−ℓℓ+1 M(f,Λ)
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 We stress that the values L = 0 and ℓ = 0 are indeed admissible.
Definition 9.2. A ball B
(N)
j+1(u) is called m-bad, if for some E ∈ R it contains at
least two 3NLj-distant (E,m)-S balls of radius Lj, and m-good, otherwise.
In fact, the most important property of an m-good ball BLj+1(u) is that it
contains no pair of weakly separated balls of radius Lj , but the only constructive
sufficient condition for weak separability that we have at our disposal is the lower
bound (> 3NLj) on the distance between the balls.
Lemma 9.4. If a ball BLj+1(u), j ≥ 0, is m-good, with m ≥ 1, and E-NR for
some E ∈ R, then it is (E,m)-NS.
See the proof in Appendix E.
Introduce the following property which we shall prove by scale induction:
Sparse(Lj): For all ϑ ∈ Θ(∞)(g), ω ∈ Ω, E ∈ R and u ∈ ZN, there is no pair of
3NLj-distant balls B
(N)
j (x),B
(N)
j (x) ⊂ BL4j (u) which are (E,m;ω;ϑ)-S.
Recall that we set L−1 = 0; it is convenient to formulate in a special way the
property Sparse(L−1) ≡ Sparse(0):
Sparse(0): For all ϑ ∈ Θ(∞)(g), ω ∈ Ω, E ∈ R and u ∈ Zd, there is at most one
point x ∈ B4L0+1(u) such that the single-site ball B0(x) is (E,m;ω;ϑ)-S.
A visible difference between Sparse(0) and Sparse(Lj) with j ≥ 0 is explained
by the fact that distinct single-site ”balls” are automatically weakly separated, while
for the balls of radius Lj > 0 a minimal distance (≥ 3NLj) is required, to guarantee
their weak separation.
For g large enough (i.e., with m ≫ 1), the property Sparse(0) follows directly
from Lemma 12.8, since Θ(∞)(g) ⊂ Θ(0)(g).
Theorem 9.5. Let ϑ ∈ Θ(∞)(g), and assume that Sparse(Lj) holds true for some
j ≥ 0. Then Sparse(Lj+1) also holds true. Consequently, Sparse(L0) implies
Sparse(Lj) for all j ≥ 0.
Proof. Fix any ϑ ∈ Θ(∞), any u ∈ ZN and any E ∈ R. Consider the ball BL4j+1(u).
By definition of the set Θ(j+1)(g) ⊃ Θ(∞)(g) and Corollary 8.3, there is no pair of
weakly separated E-R balls of radius Lj+1 in BL4j+1(u). Let us show by contra-
position that there can be no pair of weakly separated (E,m)-S balls BLj+1(x),
BLj+1(y) ⊂ BL4j+1(u).
Assume otherwise; then one of these balls – w.l.o.g., let it be BLj+1(x) – must
be E-NR. By Lemma 9.4, it must then contain two weakly separated (E,m)-S balls
of radius Lj, which contradicts the hypothesis Sparse(Lj). 
The property Sparse(Lj), established for all length scales Lj, j ≥ −1, uniformly
in ω ∈ Ω, is a stronger – deterministic – analog of the well-known probabilistic
”double-singularity” bound for the pairs of (E,m)-S balls, which represents the
final result of the variable-energy MSA for random operators (cf., e.g., [26]).
10. Uniform localization and unimodal eigenstates
In this section, by a Hamiltonian we always mean an operator H = H(ω;ϑ) of
the form (2.1). In a number of statements, the values of the parameters ω and ϑ
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can be arbitrary (unless specified otherwise), and can even be extended to a much
larger class of finite-difference operators on ZN, but some implications we prove
here become meaningful only for ϑ ∈ Θ(∞)(g), g ≫ 1. As to the phase point ω ∈ Ω,
recall that the key properties of the operators H(· ;ϑ) with ϑ ∈ Θ(∞)(g) have been
established uniformly in ω.
10.1. Uniform decay of eigenfunctions.
Definition 10.1. Let ψ ∈ ℓ2(ZN). A point x ∈ ZN is called a localization center
for ψ iff |ψ(x)| = ‖ψ‖∞.
Definition 10.2. A (square-summable) eigenfunction ψ of a Hamiltonian H =
H(ω;ϑ) is called uniformly m-localized if
(a) ψ has a localization center xˆ such that |ψ(xˆ)|2 > 12‖ψ‖22;
(b) ∀y ∈ ZN \ {xˆ}, one has |ψ(y)| ≤ e−mρ(x,y)‖ψ‖2.
When the value m is irrelevant, we will say that ψ is uniformly localized.
A function ψ satisfying the condition (a) will be called unimodal.
Note that, for the operators on a countable graph ZN, every bona fide eigen-
function ψ admits a non-empty but finite set of its localization centers; it will be
denoted by Xˆ(ψ).
Lemma 10.1. (A) Any uniformly localized eigenfunction ψ of a Hamiltonian H =
H(ω;ϑ) has a unique localization center.
(B) Let {ψj , j ∈ J }, J ⊂ N, be an orthonormal family of of uniformly localized
eigenfunctions of a given Hamiltonian H. Then for any x ∈ ZN, there is at
most one eigenfunction ψi with localization center x.
Proof. (A) By Definition 10.1, |ψ(x)| takes the constant value ‖ψ‖∞ at all its
localization centers x ∈ Xˆ(ψ) 6= ∅. It follows from the condition (a) of the uniform
localization that |ψ(x)|2 > 12 for x ∈ Xˆ(ψ). By normalization,
1 =
∑
y∈Xˆ(ψ)
|ψ(y)|2 +
∑
y 6∈Xˆ(ψ)
|ψ(y)|2 ≥ |Xˆ(ψ)| · |ψ(xˆ)|2 > 1
2
|Xˆ(ψ)|,
yielding |Xˆ(ψ)| < 2.
(B) Assume otherwise, and let φ,ψ be orthogonal, normalized, uniformly localized
eigenfunctions of H with localization center x. Let χ = 1 − 1x. Then we have
‖χφ‖2, ‖χψ‖2 < 1/2, thus
|(φ,ψ)| =
∣∣∣φ(x)ψ(x) +∑
y 6=x
φ(y)ψ(y)
∣∣∣ ≥ |φ(x)| · |ψ(x)| − ∣∣∣∑
y 6=x
φ(y)ψ(y)
∣∣∣
>
1√
2
· 1√
2
− ‖χφ‖2 ‖χψ‖2 > 1
2
− 1
2
= 0,
so that φ and ψ are not orthogonal. This contradiction proves the claim. 
In view of Lemma 10.1, given an eigenbasis {ψj} of uniformly localized eigen-
functions of a DSO H , we can associate with each localization center xˆ of some
uniformly localized eigenfunction ψj a unique eigenvalue λˆ = λˆ(xˆ) – the one of the
eigenfunction ψj .
To prove that every x ∈ ZN is a localization center of some eigenfunction (cf.
Theorem 10.4), we need the following auxiliary result.
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Lemma 10.2. Let ψ be a normalized eigenfunction of a DSO H, and xˆ any of its
localization centers. Then for any L ∈ N, the ball BL(xˆ) is (λˆ(xˆ),m)-S.
Proof. Fix an eigenfunction ψ with localization center xˆ and assume otherwise.
Since γ(m,L) > 0 and q := e−γ(m,L) < 1, Lemma 9.1 implies
‖ψ‖∞ = |ψ(xˆ)| ≤ e−γ(m,L)L max
y∈∂+BL(xˆ)
|ψ(y)| ≤ q ‖ψ‖∞
thus ‖ψ‖∞ = 0, which is impossible, since ‖ψ‖2 > 0. 
Theorem 10.3. Assume that Sparse(Lj) holds true for all j ≥ −1, and L0 ≥ 5.
If, in addition, m > 0 is large enough, so that∑
r≥1
(3r)2de−mr ≤ 1
2
, (10.1)
then any normalized eigenfunction ψ of H is uniformly m-localized. Moreover, H
has an orthonormal eigenbasis of uniformly m-localized eigenfunctions.
Proof. Let us show first that any normalized eigenfunction ψ ofH, with localization
center xˆ, is uniformly m-localized at xˆ.
Step 1. Fix an eigenfunction ψ with ‖ψ‖2 = 1, xˆ ∈ Xˆ(ψ), Hψ = λˆψ, and assume
first that R := |y − xˆ| ∈ [1, L1]. By Lemma 10.2, the ball B0(xˆ) = {xˆ} is (λˆ,m)-S.
Therefore, by Sparse(0), for all u with |xˆ, u| ∈ [1, L1], L1 = L20, the single-site
balls B0(u) = {u} are (λˆ,m)-NS. Fix any y with 1 ≤ |xˆ − y| ≤ 2L0 + 1 and set
r := R − 1. Each single-site ball B0(z) ⊂ Br(y) is (λˆ,m)-NS, so by Lemma 9.3
(where we set L = L1, ℓ = 0), combined with Lemma 9.1, we have (cf. (10.1))
|ψ(y)| ≤ e−γ(m,0)⌊ r+10+1⌋‖ψ‖∞ ≤ e−γ(m,0)(r+1) ≤ e−2m|y−xˆ|.
Using (10.1) and the crude estimate card{z : |z| = r} ≤ (2r + 1)d ≤ (3r)d, we
obtain ∑
y∈B2L0\{xˆ}
|ψ(y)|2 ≤
2L0∑
r=1
(3r)de−4mr. (10.2)
Step 2. Now consider the case where R := |y − xˆ| > L1. The complement of
BL1(xˆ) is covered by the disjoint annuli:
Z \BL0(xˆ) =
⋃
j≥2
Aj , Aj := BLj(xˆ) \BLj−1(xˆ).
Fix j ≥ 2 and any y ∈ Aj . The ball BLj−2(xˆ) is (λˆ,m)-S, and every ball
BLj−2(z) ⊂ BR−3NLj−2(y) ⊂ B2R(xˆ) ⊂ B2L4j−2(xˆ),
is 3NLj−2-distant from BLj−2(xˆ). Thus BLj−2(z) is weakly separated fromBLj−2(xˆ),
by virtue of Lemma 7.1, and must be (λˆ,m)-NS. Applying again Lemma 9.1 and
Lemma 9.3, with ‖ψ‖∞ ≤ 1 and C′ := 3N+ 2, we obtain:
|ψ(y)| ≤ e−m(1+L
−1/8
j−2 )Lj−2·
R−C′Lj−2
Lj−2+1 ‖ψ‖∞
≤ e
−mR
1+L
−1/8
j−1
1+L
−1
j−2
·(1−C′R−1Lj−2) ≤ e
−mR
(
1+L
−1/8
j−1
) 1−C′L−1
j−2
1+L
−1
j−2
≤ e−mR
(
1+L
−1/8
j−2
)
(1−2C′L−1j−2) ≤ e−mR = e−m|y−xˆ|,
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provided that L0 (hence, every Li, i ≥ 0) is large enough. Since |Aj [≤ (3Lj)Nd, we
obtain, with |y − xˆ| = R > Lj,∑
y∈Aj
|ψ(y)|2 ≤ (3Lj)2Nd e−2mLj . (10.3)
Collecting (10.2) (10.3) and (10.1), we conclude that∑
y 6=xˆ
|ψ(y)|2 ≤
L1∑
r=1
(3r)de−4mr +
∑
j≥2
(3Lj)
2Nde−2mLj
≤ e−m
∞∑
r=1
(3r)2Nde−mr ≤ 1
2
e−m <
1
2
.
Therefore, |ψ(xˆ)|2 > 1/2, so ψ is uniformly m-localized at xˆ.
The above proof of uniform exponential decay of any normalized eigenfunction
ψ is, of course, a variant of the well-known argument, going back to [26, 30] and
used for the proof of exponential decay of any polynomially bounded solution Φ of
the equation HΦ = EΦ. To prove the second assertion of the theorem, it suffices
to repeat the Step 2, with the following modifications:
• The localization center xˆ is to be replaced by any point ŷ with Φ(ŷ) 6= 0.
• An analog of Lemma 10.2 holds true: for j ≥ 0 large enough, BLj (ŷ) must
be (E,m)-S.
• The calculations of the Step 2, adapted to a polynomially bounded function
Φ, prove its exponential decay with exponent m > 0.
We omit the details of this well-known argument.
Finally, recall that H is a discrete Schro¨dinger operator on a graph of polyno-
mial growth, with bounded potential, thus, by general results of spectral theory (cf.,
e.g., [24]), for spectrally-a.e. E ∈ R, H has a polynomially bounded generalized
eigenfunction, and the latter, as we have shown, must be square-summable. More-
over, by the first assertion of the theorem, such an eigenfunction must be uniformly
m-localized. 
Theorem 10.4. For all sufficientlly large m > 0 and g ≥ g0(m) large enough,
so that in particular (10.1) holds true, for any (ϑ, ω) ∈ Θ(∞)(g) × Ω, the opera-
tor H(ω;ϑ) has an eigenbasis of uniformly m-localized eigenfunctions ψx, uniquely
labeled by their respective localization centers:
∀x ∈ Z Xˆ(ψx) = {x}, |ψx(x)|2 > 1/2
Consequently, for any x ∈ ZN there is exactly one eigenfunction of H(ω;ϑ) with
localization center x.
Proof. For all g large enough, the existence of an eigenbasis of exponentially de-
caying eigenfunctions ψk, k = 1, 2, . . ., follows from Theorem 10.3 combined with
Lemma 12.8 (proving Sparse(L−1) ≡ Sparse(0)) and Lemma 9.5 (inductive proof
of Sparse(Lj), j ≥ 0). It remains to show that each point x is the localization
center for exactly one eigenfunciton of H(ω;ϑ).
Pick any x ∈ ZN, then we have by the Parseval identity
1 =
∑
k
|ψk(x)|2 =
∑
k: x∈Xˆ(ψk)
|ψk(x)|2 +
∑
k: x 6∈Xˆ(ψk)
|ψk(x)|2 =: S1 + S2.
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For any ϑ ∈ Θ(∞)(g), |Xˆ(ψk)| = 1, hence Xˆ(ψk) = {xˆ(ψk)}, so it remains to show
that S2 < 1 in order to prove that S1 > 0 and, therefore, xˆ(ψk) = x for exactly one
eigenfunction ψk.
By Theorem 10.3, for m > 0 large enough, any normalized eigenfunction ψk is
uniformly m-localized, so
S2 =
∑
k:x 6∈Xˆ(ψk)
|ψk(x)|2 ≤
∞∑
r=1
∑
k: |x−xˆ(ψk)|=r
e−2mr ≤
∞∑
r=1
(3r)de−2mr
≤ e
−mr
2
< 1.
Thus 1 ≥ |{k : x ∈ Xˆ(ψk)}| > 0 for any x ∈ ZN, so there exists a bijection between
the elements ψk of the eigenbasis of uniformly m-localized, unimodal eigenfunctions
and the vertex set ZN. 
10.2. Uniform dynamical localization.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. By functional calculus, we have the following identity, as-
suming that the series in the RHS of (10.4) converges absolutely:
〈1x |φ(H)|1y〉 =
∑
z∈Zd
〈1x |ψz〉φ(λz)〈ψz|1y〉, (10.4)
so it suffices to prove convergence of the series
‖φ‖∞
∑
z∈Zd
|〈1x |ψz〉〈ψz|1y〉| ≤
∑
z∈Zd
|〈1x |ψz〉〈ψz|1y〉|.
By Theorem 10.4, we have |ψz(x)| ≤ e−m|z−x|, |ψz(y)| ≤ e−m|z−y|, so that∑
z∈Zd
|〈1x |ψz〉〈ψz|1y〉| ≤
∑
z∈Zd
e−m|x−z|−m|z−y|.
Let R = |x− y|. For any z 6∈ B2R(x), we have
|z− x|+ |z− y| ≥ dist(z,BR(x)) + dist(z,BR(x)) ≥ 2R,
since x,y ∈ BR(x) ⊂ B2R(x). Furthermore,
∀n ≥ R card{z ∈ Zd : dist(z,BR(x)) = n} ≤ C(d)nd−1,
thus ∑
z6∈B2R(x)
e−m|x−z|−m|z−y| ≤
∑
n≥2R
C(d)nd−1e−2mn ≤ C′(d)Rde−2mR.
For z ∈ B2R(x) (indeed, for any z ∈ Zd) one can use a simpler bound: by the
triangle inequality, |z− x|+ |z− y| ≥ |x− y| = R. Therefore,∑
z∈B2R(x)
e−m|x−z|−m|z−y| ≤ C′′Rde−mR.
Finally,
|〈1x |φ(H)|1y〉| ≤ Const(d) |x− y|de−m|x−y|.

The standard form of dynamical localization is obtained with the functions φ =
φt : λ 7→ e−iλt, t ∈ R.
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* * *
Now the analysis of localization properties of the Hamiltonians H(N)(ω;ϑ) is
completed, and we turn to the proofs of the technical results on spectral spacings,
which made possible this analysis.
11. Equivalence classes of the truncated interaction operators
We start with a linear-algebraic digression, postponing to Sect. 12 the analysis
of the deterministic disorder.
Recall that we introduced in Sect. 2.5 the extended kinetic operator K = H0 +
U(x), invariant with respect to the group of all diagonal translations Sa : u =
(u1, . . . , uN) 7→ (u1 + a, . . . , uN + a). We consider the restrictions KBL(u) =
1BL(u)K1BL(u) ↾ ℓ
2(BL(u)), to finite balls BL(u), and aim to prove that for each
fixed L ≥ 1, and any u ∈ ZN, KBL(u) is equivalent to on of a finite number of
operators; the notion of equivalence suitable to our purposes is defined below.
Given an integer L ≥ 1, define the truncated interaction UL generated by the
truncated two-body potential
UL : r 7→ U(r)1[0,R(L)](r),
With R(L)≫ 1, UR is a small-norm perturbation of the full interaction U.
We specify R(L) later; for the moment, fix integers L ≥ 1 and R = R(L) < ∞,
and consider the truncated interaction operators UR on arbitrary N-particle balls
BL(u), u ∈ ZN.
Given a configuration x with Πx = {x1, . . . , xN} (here the numeration of the
pairwise distinct points of Πx is arbitrary and introduced only as a matter of nota-
tional convenience), decompose it into the clusters (groups) of particles with inter-
cluster distance > R; these clusters (referred to as R-clusters) will be assumed non-
decomposable into smaller R-sub-clusters. Let Γ = {Γ1, . . . ,ΓM}, MR = MR(x),
be the entire collection of R-clusters for x. A configuration x with MR(x) = 1 will
be called an R-monocluster configuration, or simply an R-monocluster.
Since the particles are indistinguishable, only the unordered collection of the
cluster cardinalities, k(x) = {k1, . . . , kM} := {|Γ1|, . . . , |ΓM |}, is non-ambiguously
defined.
Definition 11.1. Given an integerR > 0, we say that two configurations x,y ∈ ZN
are R-equivalent iff the respective collections k(x), k(y) of their cluster cardinalities
are identical, as unordered collections.
It is straightforward the R-equivalence is indeed an equivalence relation on ZN.
The number of R-equivalence classes in ZN (bounded by NN/N!) is independent
of R and not important for our analysis, so we simply denote it by PN and use it
in symbolic form.
Since the inter-cluster distances are bigger than the range of the truncated in-
teraction UR, the latter is completely determined by the values
U(x− y) = UR(x − y), x ∈ Γi 6= Γj ∋ y.
With this observation in mind, we introduce the following
Definition 11.2. (i) Two configurations x,y ∈ Zn, n > 1, are called shift-
equivalent iff x = Say for some diagonal translation Sa, a ∈ Zd.
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(ii) Two balls BL(x),BL(y) ⊂ Zn, n > 1, are called shift-equivalent iff their
centers x,y are shift-equivalent.
(iii) Two balls BL(x),BL(y) ∈ ZN, N > 1, are called R-equivalent iff x is
R-equivalent to y, so the two configurations have identical R-cluster cardinalities
k1, . . . , kM , M = MR ≥ 1, and their clusters, properly numbered, form the shift-
equivalent pairs.
Lemma 11.1. For any L,R ≥ 0, the number of shift-equivalence classes of balls
BL(x) ⊂ Zn with R-monocluster centers x is bounded by (3(n− 1)R)n−1 ≤ (3nR)n.
Proof. Using the shift-invariance, we can assume without loss of generality that one
of the particles in the configuration x is at the origin, so it remains to assess the
number of possible (n − 1)-particle subconfigurations which form, along with the
particle at 0, an R-monocluster. Since the diameter of an R-monocluster is bounded
by (n− 1)R, every particle is inside the cube of radius (n− 1)R centered at 0; this
easily gives rise to the asserted upper bound (which, of course, is not sharp). 
Within any cluster Γi, with ki = |Γi| ∈ [1,N], the restriction of the interaction
to set of ki-particle configurations xi ∈ Zki , depends only on the relative positions,
x− y. This restriction, as a whole, is labeled, therefore, by ni-tuplets {x1, . . . , xni}
of (distinct) points in Zd, up to shifts of the group as a whole:
{x1, . . . , xki} 7→ {x1 + y, . . . , xki + y}, y ∈ Zd,
so such a cluster is shift-equivalent to the one where, e.g., x1 = 0. Therefore,
the number of possible, pairwise non-shift-equivalent groups is bounded by Rki ≤
RN. Then a rude upper bound for all non-equivalent clusterings of N-particle
configurations is by (RN)N = RN
2
, since there are at most N clusters.
Summarizing,
Lemma 11.2. Fix any N ≥ 1, j ≥ −1, and let, as before, Lj = L2j0 , R = Lj.
There is a finite collection of N-particle configurations,
Aj = {ak, k = 1, . . . ,Kj}, Kj ≤ PNRN, PN <∞,
such that for any u ∈ ZN, the restriction KR ↾ ℓ2(BL(u) is shift-equivalent to one
of operators KR ↾ ℓ
2(BL(ak).
Example: N = 2, d = 1. Fix L,R ≥ 0. There are exactly two different possible
collections of cluster cardinalities:
• k′ = {2}; this is a monocluster;
• k′′ = {1, 1}; here we have two 1-particle clusters.
In a monocluster, we can shift one of the particle to 0, which leaves for the second
particle 2R positions: [−R,+R] \ {0}. Therefore, every square [x1 − L, x1 + L] ×
[x2 − L, x2 + L] with overlapping projections is shift-equivalent to one of the 2R
squares among
[−R,+R]× [−2R,−R], . . . , [−R,+R]× [R, 2R].
Recall that the particles are indistinguishable, so the symmetry (x1, x2)↔ (x2, x1)
leaves invariant the unordered configuration {x1, x2}. As a result, we only have to
count the squares
Qr := [−R,+R]× [−R+ r,+R+ r], r = 0, . . . , R.
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A nontrivial interactionU on the squares Qr makes the spectrum Σ(HQr ) vary with
r ∈ [0, R]; at least, the spectrum might vary with r, and typically, it does so. How-
ever, the r-dependence vanishes, once the two projections [−R,+R], [−R+r,+R+r]
are at distance bigger than the range of the truncated interaction. Therefore, we
encounter only a finite number of different spectral problems, while r varies in the
infinite lattice Z1.
Lemma 11.3. Fix any N ≥ 1 and j ≥ −1. There exists a finite collection of
configurations, Aj = {ak, k = 1, . . . ,Kj} ⊂ ZN, such that for any u ∈ ZN, ω ∈ Ω
and ϑ ∈ Θ, the truncated Hamiltonian H(N˜j,Lj)BLj (u) (ω;ϑ) is unitarily equivalent to one
of the operators in the finite collection{
H
(N˜j,Lj)
BLj (ak)
(
Tak(ω, . . . , ω);ϑ
)
, k = 1, . . . ,Kj
}
(11.1)
12. Proofs of the key results on spectral spacings
12.1. Entropy-type estimates in 1-particle cubes. Here we prepare ground for
the combinatorial, entropy-type estimates which will be formulated in Sect. 12.3.
Our goal is to show that in every finite ball, there is a finite, and effectively con-
trolled, number of scenarios which may give rise to ”small denominators”, or ”res-
onances”, in the course of the scaling analysis of the resolvents and, ultimately,
eigenfunctions. The two principal mechanisms, guaranteeing a satisfactory upper
bound of unwanted events (in the parameter space Θ) are:
(1) rapid approximation of the hull v by piecewise constant functions vN , and
(2) tempered local divergence of trajectories {T xω} ((DIV)).
Introduce some geometrical objects relative to each scale Lj, j ≥ 0. First, let
Rj =
(
6L4Aj
)−1
(12.1)
(recall that A,A′ ∈ N∗), and cover the torus Ω by the union of NRj := (Rj)−ν
cubes Q3Rj (ωi), i ∈ [[1, NRj ]], of radius 3Rj and with centers of the form
ωi = [l1Rj , . . . , lνRj) , l1, . . . , lν ∈ [[0, (2Rj)−1 − 1]].
The order of numbering can be arbitrary. Notice that these cubes are overlapping.
Next, decompose each cube Q3Rj (ωi) into a union of 3
ν neighboring sub-cubes
Q′Rj (ω
′
i,k) of radius Rj , which we number starting with the central cube, Q
′
Rj
(ω′i,1).
Observe that the collection of all central cubes Q′i,1(Rj) still covers the torus Ω,
and ω′i,1 ≡ ωi.
Similarly, cover the torus Ω by adjacent cubes Qrj(ω
′′
i ) of radius
rj =
(
6L4A+4A
′
j
)−1
< Rj .
Lemma 12.1. Fix j ≥ 0 and consider BL4j (0) ⊂ Zd. Fix any point z ∈ BL4(0) and
any cube Qrj (ωi). If T
zωi ∈ Q′Rj (ω′i◦,1) with some i◦ = i◦(i, z), then
T z
(
Qrj(ωi)
) ⊂ Q3Rj (ωi◦). (12.2)
Proof. For any ω ∈ Qrj (ωi), we have dist(ωi, ω) ≤ rj , thus by (DIV),
dist(T zωi, T
zω) ≤ (L4j)A
′
dist(ωi, ω) ≤ L4A
′
j rj ≤
1
6
L
4(A′−A−A′)
j = Rj . (12.3)
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By assumption,
dist(T zωi, ωi◦) ≡ dist(T zωi, ω′i◦,1) ≤ Rj , (12.4)
therefore, by (12.3) and (12.4),
dist(T zω, ωi◦) ≤ dist(T zω, T zω′i) + dist(T zω′i, ω′i◦) ≤ Rj +Rj < 3Rj ,
yielding the assertion (12.2). 
Corollary 12.2. Let j ≥ 0 and n ≥ 0 be such that
2−n−2 ≤ 6Rj < 2−n−1. (12.5)
Then any cube Qrj(ω
′′
i◦)(⊂ Ω) is covered by at most 2ν measurable sets Pi◦;l, 1 ≤
l ≤ K ′j,i◦ ≤ 2ν , such that for any z ∈ BL4j (0), T zPi◦;l is covered by exactly one
element of the partition Cn.
Proof. Fix a cubeQrj(ω
′′
i◦
) in Ω and any z ∈ BL2j (0). Consider the image T zQrj (ω′′i◦).
By Lemma 12.1, it is covered by one cube Q3Rj (ωi), with some i = i(i◦). Since
diamQ3Rj (ωi) = 6Rj < 2
−n−1 by assumption (12.5), Q3Rj (ωi) is covered by at
most 2ν adjacent cubes of side length 2−n – elements of the partition Cn+1. As
in Sect. 6.1, denote these cubes by Cn,kl;il , l = 1, . . . , 2
ν. Recall that the Haar’s
wavelet ϕn,k takes constant value (either +1 or −1) on each of these cubes.
Now the claim follows by setting Pi◦;l := T
−zCn,kl;il ∩ Qrj (ω′′i◦), l = 1, . . . , 2ν,
since each cube Qrj (ω
′′
i◦) is covered by ≤ 2ν elements of the partition Cn+1. Natu-
rally it suffices to retain only the non-empty intersections. 
For each Z ∋ j ≥ −1, define the integers
N˜j =
{
N˜(Lj), j ≥ 0
N˜(L0), j = −1
, Lj =
{
2ν+A+A
′
L4A+4A
′
j , j ≥ 0
2ν+A+A
′
L4A+4A
′
0 , j = −1
, (12.6)
with L 7→ N˜(L) = O(lnL) defined in (6.5).
Further, define the operator-valued mappings
h
Nj
j,u,ϑ : ω 7→
H
(Nj,Lj)
B
L4
j
(u) (ω;ϑ) ↾ ℓ
2(BL40(u)), j ≥ 0(
gVN˜0(· ;ω;ϑ) +U(·)
)
↾ ℓ2(BL40(u)), j = −1
. (12.7)
Lemma 12.3. Fix j ≥ −1 and let Nj = N˜(Lj). Consider the Nj-th approximant
vNj of the hull v given by the expansion (4.6). For any fixed u ∈ ZN and ϑ ∈ Θ,
the mapping h
Nj
j,u,ϑ, defined by (12.7) is piecewise-constant on Ω. More precisely,
there is a finite collection Tj = {τj,l, l = 1, . . . ,L′j ≤ Lj} ⊂ Ω, with Lj as in (12.6),
and a respective finite partition of Ω into measurable subsets Pj,l ∋ τj,l such that
h
Nj
j,ϑ is constant on each Pj,l.
Proof. The kinetic energy operator H0 and the interaction operator U(·) do not
depend upon (ω, ϑ), so we focus on the truncated potential VN˜ (ω;ϑ), which is
determined by the truncated hull vNj .
By definition of Nj, the hull vNj is constant on each element of the partition
CNj . By Corollary 12.2, Ω is covered by at most 2νL4A+4A
′
j measurable sets such
that the image of each of them by any T z, z ∈ BL4j (0), is covered by exactly one
element of the partition CNj . 
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12.2. Equivalence classes of the truncated interaction operators.
Now it is convenient to introduce the operator K = H0 + U(x); here the dis-
ordered component gV(ω;ϑ) is switched off, so K is invariant with respect to the
group of all diagonal translations Sa, defined as follows:
Sa : u = (u1, . . . , uN) 7→ (u1 + a, . . . , uN + a),
We consider the restrictions of K,
KBL(u) = 1BL(u)K1BL(u) ↾ ℓ
2(BL(u)),
to finite balls BL(u), and aim to prove that for each fixed L ≥ 1, and any u ∈ ZN,
KBL(u) is equivalent to on of a finite number of operators; the notion of equivalence
suitable to our purposes is defined below. Once this goal is achieved, we will com-
bine this result with the assertion of Lemma , thus showing that there is a finite,
reasonably large number of ”scenarios” for the finite-ball operators HBLj (u)(ω;ϑ),
with fixed ϑ, when (u, ω) runs over ZN × Ω.
Given an integer L ≥ 1, it will suffice for the purposes of scaling analysis to work
with the truncated interactions UL generated by the truncated two-body potential
UL : r 7→ U(r)1[0,R(L)](r),
which, for R(L)≫ 1, is a small-norm perturbation of the full interaction U.
We specify R(L) later; for the moment, fix integers L ≥ 1 and R = R(L) < ∞,
and consider the truncated interaction operators UR on arbitrary N-particle balls
BL(u), u ∈ ZN.
Given a configuration x with Πx = {x1, . . . , xN} (here the numeration of the
pairwise distinct points of Πx is arbitrary and introduced only as a matter of nota-
tional convenience), decompose it into the clusters (groups) of particles with inter-
cluster distance > R; these clusters (referred to as R-clusters) will be assumed non-
decomposable into smaller R-sub-clusters. Let Γ = {Γ1, . . . ,ΓM}, MR = MR(x),
be the entire collection of R-clusters for x. A configuration x with MR(x) = 1 will
be called an R-monocluster configuration, or simply an R-monocluster.
Since the particles are indistinguishable, only the unordered collection of the
cluster cardinalities, k(x) = {k1, . . . , kM} := {|Γ1|, . . . , |ΓM |}, is non-ambiguously
defined.
Definition 12.1. Given an integerR > 0, we say that two configurations x,y ∈ ZN
are R-equivalent iff the respective collections k(x), k(y) of their cluster cardinalities
are identical, as unordered collections.
It is straightforward the R-equivalence is indeed an equivalence relation on ZN.
The number of R-equivalence classes in ZN (bounded by NN/N!) is independent
of R and not important for our analysis, so we simply denote it by PN and use it
in symbolic form.
Since the inter-cluster distances are bigger than the range of the truncated in-
teraction UR, the latter is completely determined by the values
U(x− y) = UR(x − y), x ∈ Γi 6= Γj ∋ y.
With this observation in mind, we introduce the following
Definition 12.2. Two configurations x,y ∈ Zn, n > 1, are called shift-equivalent
iff x = Say for some diagonal translation Sa, a ∈ Zd.
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Two balls BL(x),BL(y) ⊂ Zn, n > 1, are called shift-equivalent iff their centers
x,y are shift-equivalent.
Two balls BL(x),BL(y) ∈ ZN, N > 1, are called R-equivalent iff x is R-
equivalent to y, so the two configurations have identical R-cluster cardinalities
k1, . . . , kM , M = MR ≥ 1, and their clusters, properly numbered, form the shift-
equivalent pairs.
Lemma 12.4. For any L,R ≥ 0, the number of shift-equivalence classes of balls
BL(x) ⊂ Zn with R-monocluster centers x is bounded by (3(n− 1)R)n−1 ≤ (3nR)n.
Proof. Using the shift-invariance, we can assume without loss of generality that one
of the particles in the configuration x is at the origin, so it remains to assess the
number of possible (n − 1)-particle subconfigurations which form, along with the
particle at 0, an R-monocluster. Since the diameter of an R-monocluster is bounded
by (n− 1)R, every particle is inside the cube of radius (n− 1)R centered at 0; this
easily gives rise to the asserted upper bound (which is, course, not sharp). 
Within any cluster Γi, with ki = |Γi| ∈ [1,N], the restriction of the interaction
to set of ki-particle configurations xi ∈ Zki , depends only on the relative positions,
x− y. This restriction, as a whole, is labeled, therefore, by ni-tuplets {x1, . . . , xni}
of (distinct) points in Zd, up to shifts of the group as a whole:
{x1, . . . , xki} 7→ {x1 + y, . . . , xki + y}, y ∈ Zd,
so such a cluster is shift-equivalent to the one where, e.g., x1 = 0. Therefore,
the number of possible, pairwise non-shift-equivalent groups is bounded by Rki ≤
RN. Then a rude upper bound for all non-equivalent clusterings of N-particle
configurations is by (RN)N = RN
2
, since there are at most N clusters.
Summarizing,
Lemma 12.5. ... There is a finite collection of N-particle configurations,
Aj = {ak, k = 1, . . . ,Kj}, Kj ≤ PNRN,
such that for any u ∈ ZN, the restriction KR ↾ ℓ2(BL(u) is shift-equivalent to
one of operators KR ↾ ℓ
2(BL(ak).
Example: N = 2, d = 1. Fix L,R ≥ 0. There are exactly two different possible
collections of cluster cardinalities:
• k′ = {2}; this is a monocluster;
• k′′ = {1, 1}; here we have two 1-particle clusters.
In a monocluster, we can shift one of the particle to 0, which leaves for the second
particle 2R positions: [−R,+R] \ {0}. Therefore, every square [x1 − L, x1 + L] ×
[x2 − L, x2 + L] with overlapping projections is shift-equivalent to one of the 2R
squares among
[−R,+R]× [−2R,−R], . . . , [−R,+R]× [R, 2R].
Recall that the particles are indistinguishable, so the symmetry (x1, x2)↔ (x2, x1)
leaves invariant the unordered configuration {x1, x2}. As a result, we only have to
count the squares
Qr := [−R,+R]× [−R+ r,+R+ r], r = 0, . . . , R.
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A nontrivial interaction U on the squares Qr makes the spectrum Σ(HQr ) vary
with r ∈ [0, R]; at least, the spectrum might vary with r, and typically, it does
so. However, the r-dependence vanishes, once the two projections [−R,+R], [−R+
r,+R+ r] are at distance bigger than the range of the (truncated, thus compactly
supported) interaction. Therefore, we have only a finite number of different spectral
problems, while r varies in the infinite lattice Z1.
Now consider the configurations with two 1-particle clusters. Each single-particle
cube is an interval in Z1 of length 2L, and all such intervals are shift-equivalent.
Therefore, there is only one equivalence class of cubes (squares, in this case) with
2-cluster centers.
We conclude that there are O(R) shift-equivalence classes of 2-particle cubes in
(Z1)2, and the number of their images in Z2 is even smaller.
Now we return to the total, but truncated, potential energy operator W =
gV +U. Combining the estimates for the components V and U, we come to the
following statement.
Lemma 12.6. Fix any N ≥ 1 and j ≥ −1. There exist and a finite collection of
configurations, Aj = {ak, k = 1, . . . ,Kj} ⊂ ZN, and a finite collection of phase
points, (τ jl,1, . . . , τ
j
l,N) ∈ (T j)N, such that for any (u, ω) ∈ ZN × Ω and any ϑ ∈
Θ, the truncated Hamiltonian H
(N˜j,Lj)
BLj (u)
(ω;ϑ) is unitarily equivalent to one of the
operators in the finite collection{
H
(N˜j ,Lj)
BLj (ak)
(τj,l;ϑ), j = 1, . . . ,Lj , k = 1, . . . ,Kj
}
(12.8)
Proof. Every u ∈ ZN is shift-equivalent to one of the points ak in the collection Aj
constructed in Lemma 12.5. As shows Lemma 12.5,

For a fixed dynamical system, the cardinality of such a collection is bounded by
2bN˜
2
j · (R(Lj))N2 ≤ LC lnLjj , C = C(d,N).
Now we fix the value R(L) := L. Then
‖u−UR‖ ≤ L−b
′ lnL
12.3. Entropy estimates. Introduce the following quantities:
D(0)(L, ω, θ;x,y) = |W(x;ω;ϑ)−W(y;ω;ϑ)| (12.9)
D(0)(L, ω, θ) = min
x 6=y∈B
L40
(0)
D(0)(L, ω, θ;x,y), (12.10)
D(0)(L, θ) = inf
ω∈Ω
D(0)(L, ω, θ). (12.11)
Proof of Theorem 8.1. By definition of the quantity Sep [ · ],
Sep
[
W(· ;ω;ϑ),BL40(0)
]
= min
x 6=y∈B
L40
(0)
|W(x;ω;ϑ)−W(y;ω;ϑ)| .
In contrast to Lemma 12.7, now we have to prove a bound uniform in ω ∈ Ω. To
that end, we start with the finite subset of points ω formed by the centers ω′′i of the
intervals Qr0(ω
′′
i ) (the latter cover the entire torus Ω).
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For fixed τj,l and for each pair x 6= y , Lemma 12.7 says that
PΘ { |W(x; τj,l;ϑ)−W(y; τj,l;ϑ)| ≤ 4gδ0 }
= PΘ
{
|W(x; τj,l;ϑ)−W(y; τj,l;ϑ)| ≤ 4gβ(g)2−bN˜aN˜
}
≤ CL−bA˜+8Nd0 β(g).
The number of pairs (x,y) is bounded by |BL40(0)|2 ≤ 32NdL8Nd0 , and the number
of points τj,l is ≤ 2r−10 = 12L4A+4A
′
0 , so the set
Θ \Θ(0) = {ϑ : Sep [W(· ;ω;ϑ),BL0(0)] ≤ 4gδ0}
has PΘ-measure bounded by
12L4A+4A
′
0 · CL8Nd−bA˜0 β0(g) = C′L8Nd+4A+4A
′−bA˜
0 β0(g).

12.4. Separation bounds for fixed ω ∈ Ω.
Lemma 12.7. For all sufficiently large g > 0 there exists an integer L0 = L0(g) ≥
ec ln
1/2 g > 1, a positive number β0(g) ≤ e−c′ ln1/2 g, with c, c′ > 0, such that for any
ω ∈ Ω, any u ∈ Zd, with δ0 = 2−bN˜(L0)aN˜(L0)β0(g),
PΘ
{
Sep
[
gVN˜(L0)(· ;ω;ϑ),BL40(u)
]
< 5gδ0
}
≤ CL−C′0 β0(g) (12.12)
and
PΘ
{
Sep
[
gV(· ;ω;ϑ),BL40(u)
]
< 5gδ0
}
≤ CL−C′0 β0(g). (12.13)
Proof. 1. Estimates for the truncated potential. First of all, note that for any
x ∈ BL40(u) and every x ∈ Πx, one has x ∈ ∪u∈ΠuBL40(u). Therefore, the function
x 7→ VN˜ (x;ω;ϑ)1BL4
0
(u)(x)
is completely determined by the sub-sample of values {VN˜ (x;ω;ϑ), x ∈ ∪u∈ΠuBL40(u)}.
For this reason, we can focus exclusively on the latter sub-sample.
Configurations u ∈ ZN are uniquely identified by their occupation numbers
nz(u) := card{j : uj = z} (cf. Sect. 2.3). Fix any x 6= y and ω ∈ Ω. We have
VN˜ (x;ω;ϑ)−VN˜ (y;ω;ϑ) =
∑
u∈Πx∪Πy
(nu(x) − nu(y)) VN˜ (u;ω;ϑ)
=
∑
u∈Πx∪Πy
cx,y(u)VN˜ (u;ω;ϑ),
where at least one coefficient
cx,y(u) := nu(x)− nu(y) ∈ {−1, 0, 1} (12.14)
is nonzero, since otherwise we would have x = y.
For any fixed u and ω and any l ≥ 0, there is a unique integer k̂l(T uω) ∈ [1,Kn]
such that (cf. (6.1))
vN˜ (T
uω;ϑ) = aN˜ϑN˜,k̂
N˜
(Tuω) +
∑
l<N˜
Kl∑
k=1
alϑl,k̂l(Tuω) =: aN˜ϑN˜,k̂(u) + ϑ̂N˜,u(ω;ϑ),
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where ϑ̂N˜,u(ω;ϑ) and ϑN˜,k̂
N˜
(Tuω) are independent for fixed ω, as random variables
on (Θ,B,PΘ). Moreover, for any u, u′ ∈ Zd, the random variables ϑ̂N˜,u′(ω;ϑ) and
ϑN˜,k̂
N˜
(Tuω) are also independent (for fixed ω).
By definition of N˜(L) (cf. (6.5) and the assumption (LVB), the elements of the
partition CN˜ separate all points {T uω, u ∈ BL40(0)}, Since x,y ∈ BL40(0), all points
of the set {T uω, u ∈ Πx∪Πy} are separated by the elements of CN˜(L40). Therefore,
with cx,y defined in (12.14), we have
VN˜ (x;ω;ϑ)−VN˜ (y;ω;ϑ) = X(ω;ϑ) :=
∑
u∈Πx∪Πy
cx,y(u) v(T
uω;ϑ)
=
∑
u∈Πx∪Πy
cx,y(u)
(
aN˜ϑN˜,k(u) + ζN˜ (T
uω;ϑ)
)
= aN˜Y(ω;ϑ) + Z(ω;ϑ),
where
Y(ω;ϑ) :=
∑
u∈Πx∪Πy
cx,y(u)ϑN˜,k(u),
ZN˜,x,y(ω;ϑ) := aN˜
∑
u∈Πx∪Πy
cx,y(u) ζN˜ (T
uω;ϑ).
Observe that Z(ω;ϑ) is independent of Y(ω;ϑ).
Now consider the sigma-algebraBL40 , figuring in the property (LVBU) (we take
BL with L = L
4
0). Conditional on BL40 , the random variables ϑN˜,k(u) ∼ Unif([0, 1])
are IID, so their sum Y(ω;ϑ), with coefficients cx,u(u) ∈ {0,±1}, among which at
least one is nonzero, has probability density bounded by 1. On the other hand,
Z(ω;ϑ) is B0-measurable, so we obtain
PΘ
{ |gX(ω;ϑ)| ≤ gs ∣∣B0 } = PΘ { |aN˜Y(ω;ϑ) + Z(ω;ϑ)| ≤ s ∣∣B0 }
≤ sup
t∈R
PΘ
{ ∣∣aN˜Y(ω;ϑ)− t∣∣ ≤ s ∣∣B0 }
≤ 2a−1
N˜
s
(the above equalities and inequalities hold PΘ-a.s.). Thus
PΘ { |gX(ω;ϑ)| ≤ gs } = EΘ [PΘ { |gX(ω;ϑ)| ≤ gs ∣∣B0 } ] ≤ 2a−1N˜ s.
Counting the number of pairs x,y ∈ BL40 , we conclude that
PΘ
{
min
x 6=y∈B
L40
∣∣gV(x;ω;ϑ)− gV(y;ω;ϑ)∣∣ < gs} ≤ CL8N d0 a−1N˜ s.
Let β > 0 (the appropriate value of β will be chosen later) and
s = 5βaN˜ .
Then, with A˜ defined in (6.7),
PΘ
{
Sep
[
gVN˜(·;ω; ·),BL40
]
< 5gβaN˜
}
≤ CL8Nd0 β ≤ Cβ L8Nd0 L−4bA˜0 , (12.15)
Let
Θ(0)(g, ω) :=
{
ϑ ∈ Θ : Sep
[
gVN˜ (·;ω;ϑ),BL40
]
≥ 5gβ2−bN˜aN˜
}
, (12.16)
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then by (12.15), we have
∀ϑ ∈ Θ(0)(g, ω) Sep
[
gVN˜ (·;ω;ϑ),BL40
]
≥ 5gβaN˜ (12.17)
and
PΘ
{
Θ(0)(g, ω)
}
≥ 1− C 28Ndβ.
On the other hand,
‖gV − gVN˜‖∞ ≤ g2−2bN˜aN˜ ,
Set
β = β(L0) := 2N · 2−2bN˜(L0)
then
‖gV− gVN˜‖∞ ≤ N · g2−2bN˜aN˜ =
1
2
gδ0.
Thus for any ϑ ∈ Θ(0)(g, ω), by the triangle inequality,
Sep
[
gV(·;ω;ϑ),BL40
]
≥ Sep
[
gVN˜ ,BL40
]
− 2‖gV− gVN˜‖∞
≥ 5gδ0 − 2 · 1
2
gδ0 = 4gδ0.
Given any m ≥ 1 and L0 ≥ 1, assume that
g ≥ g0(m,L0) := 2Nd e4m 2bN˜a−1N˜ ≡ e
4m 2bN˜
2(L40)+2bN˜(L
4
0),
so that
Sep
[
gV,BL40
]
≥ 16Nd e4m, m ≥ 1. (12.18)
Clearly, as g → +∞, the maximum value of L0 we can afford in the above inequal-
ities also tends to +∞. Set
L0(g) := max
{
L ∈ N∗ : g ≥ e4m 2bN˜2(L4)+2bN˜(L4)
}
,
β0(g) := β(L0(g)).
(12.19)
Then it is readily seen that
lim
g→∞
L0(g) = +∞, lim
g→+∞
β0(g) = 0. (12.20)
More precisely, by definition of L 7→ N˜(L), we have, with some A˜, c, c′, c′′ > 0,
A˜ lnL0 = N˜(L0) ∼ ln
1/2 g
(2b)1/2
,
lnL0(g) ∼ c ln1/2 g,
β0(g) ∼ L−c
′A˜
0 ∼ e−c
′′ ln1/2 g.
Now, with δ0 = β0(g)2
−bN˜aN˜ as in (7.2), and A˜ as in (6.7),
PΘ
{
Θ(0)(g, ω)
}
≡ PΘ
{
Sep
[
gVN˜ ,BL40
]
≥ 5gδ0
}
≥ 1− CL8Nd0 β0(g)
≥ 1− CL−8bA+8Nd0 .
(12.21)
We have shown that the inequality Sep
[
gVN˜ ,BL40
]
≥ 5gδ0 for the truncated po-
tential implies a slightly weaker bound Sep
[
gV,BL40
]
≥ 4gδ0 for the original one,
thus the asserted bounds (12.12)–(12.13) follow from (12.21). 
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12.5. Spectral spacings for single-site balls (scale L−1).
Definition 12.3. Given a ball BL(x) and a sample operator HBL(x)(ω;ϑ), we
say that BL(x) is (E,m)-non-singular ((E,m)-NS), for E ∈ R, m > 0, if for any
y ∈ ∂−BL(x) the resolventGBL(x)(E) =
(
HBL(x) − E
)−1
admits the upper bound
|GBL(x)(x,y;E)| ≤
{
(3L)−Nd e−γ(m,L), if L ≥ 1,
(2Nd)−1e−γ(m,L), if L = 0,
(12.22)
(here it is assumed implicitly that E 6∈ Σ(BL(x))), with
γ(m,L) :=
{
m(1 + L−1/8)L, if L ≥ 1,
2m, if L = 0.
(12.23)
Otherwise, BL(x) is called (E,m)-singular ((E,m)-S).
Notice that for any L ≥ 1 and any m > 0, mL < γ(m,L) < 2mL.
Lemma 12.8. Let ϑ ∈ Θ(0)(g), g ≥ (e2mL0+2d)2, m > 0. Then for any ω ∈ Ω, any
u ∈ ZN and any E ∈ R, there is at most one single-site ball {x} = B0(x) ⊂ BL40(u)
which is (E,m)-S.
Proof. It follows from the definition of the subset Θ(0)(g) (cf. (12.13)) that, for
x,y ∈ BL40(0) with x 6= y,
|W(x;ω;ϑ)−W(y;ω;ϑ) + 2d)| ≥ 4gδ0 > 16Nde4m,
thus for any E ∈ R, for at least one z ∈ {x,y}, we have
‖GB0(z)(E)‖ =
∣∣ (W(z;ω;ϑ)− E)−1 ∣∣ ≤≤ (8Nd)−1e−4m
< (2Nd)−1e−γ(m,0),
yielding the (E,m)-NS property of B0(z). Therefore, no pair of distinct single-site
balls B0(x), B0(y) ⊂ BL40(u) can be (E,m)-S. 
12.6. ”Entropy” estimates for H(· ;ϑ).
Corollary 12.9. Fix any j ≥ 0 and let N˜j = N˜(Lj). Consider the N˜j-th ap-
proximant vN˜j of the hull v given by (4.6). For any fixed ϑ ∈ Θ, the mapping h
N˜j
j,ϑ
defined in (12.7) is piecewise-constant on Ω. More precisely, Ω is covered by at most
Lj = 2νL4A+4A
′
j measurable sets Pj,l (uniquely labeled by some points τj,l ∈ Pj,l)
on which h
N˜j
j,ϑ is constant. Therefore, the operator-valued function h
N˜j
j,ϑ takes on Ω
only a finite number of values, among
H
(N˜j)
B
L4
j
(0)(τj,l;ϑ), 1 ≤ l ≤ lmax(j) ≤ Lj . (12.24)
Proof. By definition of L 7→ N˜(L) (cf. (6.5)), the hull vN˜j is constant on each
element of the partition CN˜j . By Corollary 12.2, Ω is covered by at most 2νL
4A+4A′
j
measurable sets such that the image of each of them by any T z, z ∈ BL4j (0), is
covered by exactly one element of the partition CN˜j . 
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Introduce the quantities, analogous to those defined in (12.9)–(12.11):
D(N)(L, ω, θ;x,y) = dist
(
Σ
(
BL(x);ω;ϑ
)
, Σ
(
BL(y);ω;ϑ
))
, (12.25)
D(N)(L, ω, θ) = min
〈BL(x),BL(y)〉⊏BL4(0)
D(N)(L, ω, θ;x, y), (12.26)
D(N)(L, θ) = inf
ω∈Ω
D(N)(L, ω, θ). (12.27)
Corollary 12.10. Fix j ≥ 0. Using the notations of Corollary 12.9 and (12.25)–
(12.27), with N˜j = N˜(Lj), assume that for each τj,l one has (cf. (7.2))
D(N˜j)(Lj , τj,l, ϑ) ≥ 5gδj.
Then for the original operator HB
L4
j
(0)(ω;ϑ), one has the uniform lower bound
D(Lj , ϑ) = inf
ω∈Ω
D(Lj , ω, ϑ) ≥ 4gδj.
Proof. The claim follows from Corollary 12.9 combined with the norm-bound for
the perturbation H−H(N), following from (6.3): for any finite subset Λ ⊂ ZN,
‖HΛ(ω;ϑ)−H(N˜j)Λ (ω;ϑ)‖ ≤ gδj ,
and the min-max principle for the eigenvalues of self-adjoint operators, since the per-
turbation of each eigenvalue of HΛ(ω;ϑ), due to the approximation by H
(N˜j)
Λ (ω;ϑ),
is bounded by ‖HΛ(ω;ϑ)−H(N˜j)Λ (ω;ϑ)‖. 
We see that in order to guarantee a lower bound on D(Lj , ϑ), it suffices to
estimate a finite number of ϑ-probabilities for the approximants of order N˜j and
ω ∈ {τj,l, 1 ≤ l ≤ Lj}. This task is performed in the next subsection.
12.7. Exclusion of bad ϑ-sets by the Wegner estimate.
Proof of Theorem 8.2. Fix j ≥ 0 and let N˜j = N˜(Lj) = O(lnLj) be given by
(6.5). Further, fix a pair of disjoint balls BLj (x), BLj (y) ⊂ BL4j (0) and consider
the operators H
(N)
BLj (x)
, H
(N˜j)
BLj (y)
. Given a ball BLj (u), u ∈ ZN, we denote by
ΣN˜j (BLj (u);ω;ϑ) the spectrum of H
(N˜j)
BLj (u)
(ω;ϑ).
Recall that all the points of any finite trajectory of the form {T zω, z ∈ BL4j (0)}
are separated by the elements CN˜j ,k of the partition CN˜j . Such a separation occurs
in particular for {T zω, z ∈ BLj(x)∪BLj (y)}, thus conditional on the sigma-algebra
B 6=N˜j generated by {ϑn,k, n 6= N˜j}, and with fixed ω ∈ Ω, the probability distribu-
tion of the potential VN˜j (z;ω, ϑ), generated by the truncated hull vN˜j , gives rise to
the sample of independent random variables (relative to the probability space Θ,
and not Ω !)
VN˜j (ω, ϑ) := {vN˜j(T z;ω, ϑ), z ∈ BL4(0)}; (12.28)
each of them is uniformly distributed in its individual interval [cz , cz + aN˜j ], with
cz = cz(ω, ϑ) determined by the random (in ϑ) amplitudes ϑn,k, from generations
with n < N˜j .
Therefore, conditional on B 6=N˜j , the independent random variables listed in
(12.28) have individual probability densities, uniformly bounded by a−1
N˜j
. As a
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result, Theorem 7.2 applies to the operatorsH
(Nj)
BLj (x)
and H
(N˜j)
BLj (y)
. Specifically, the
assertion (7.6) of Theorem 7.2 implies that, for every fixed τj,l
PΘ
{
D(N˜j)(L, τj,l, θ;x,y) ≤ g · 5δj
}
≡ PΘ
{
dist
[
ΣN˜j(BLj (x); τj,l;ϑ), Σ
N˜j (BLj(y); τj,l;ϑ)
]
≤ g · 5δj
}
≤ C5L2B lnLjj (5δj)2/3 ≤ C6L2B lnLjj δ2/3j .
The number of all pairs x,y ∈ BL4j (0) is bounded by |BL4j (0)|2/2 ≤ 32NdL4Ndj /2,
so we obtain (cf. (12.26))
PΘ
{
D(N˜j)(L, τj,l, θ) ≤ 5δj
}
≤ 1
2
34NdL8Ndj C6L
2B lnLj
j δ
2/3
j .
Further,
PΘ
{
min
l
D(N˜j)(L, τj,l, θ) < 5gδj
}
≤ Lj min
l
PΘ
{
D(N˜j)(L, τj,l, θ) < 5gδj
}
≤ C(d, ν)C6L8Nd+4A
′+2B lnLj
j δ
2/3
j .
By Corollary 12.10, we conclude that
PΘ
{
inf
ω∈Ω
D(Lj, ϑ) < 4gδj
}
≤ PΘ
{
min
l
D(N˜j)(L, τj,l, θ) < 5gδj
}
≤ C1(d, ν)L8d+4A+4A
′
j δ
2/3
j .
By construction (cf. (7.2)), δj = 2
−2bN˜jaN˜j = C
′′L−2bAj aNj , so
PΘ
{
inf
ω∈Ω
D(Lj , ϑ) < 4gδj
}
≤ C2(N, d, ν)g−1/2L8Nd+4A+4A
′− 43 bA
j
≤ C2(N, d, ν)L−bAj ,
and since we have assumed b > (24Nd+12A+12A′)/A, for L0 (hence, all Lj) large
enough (or for even larger b > 0), we get a simpler upper bound: for all j ≥ 0,
PΘ
{
inf
ω∈Ω
D(Lj , ϑ) < 4gδj
}
≤ L−bAj . (12.29)

Now define the sets
Θ(j)(g) :=
{
ϑ ∈ Θ : inf
ω∈Ω
D(Lj , ϑ) ≥ 4gδj
}
,
Θ(∞)(g) := ∩j≥0Θ(j)(g).
(12.30)
Appendix A. Geometric resolvent equations
Recall some standard facts about the DSO on locally finite graphs,HΛ′ = −∆Λ′+
V , where Λ′ ⊂ G is a finite connected lattice subset partitioned into Λ ⊔ Λc, Λc :=
Λ′ \ Λc. The structure of the graph is irrelevant for the general results considered
in this subsection, applicable, in particular, to the fermionic Hamiltonians H on
subgraphs of ZN. For this reason, we abandon in this subsection our usual boldface
notation.
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The graph Laplacian in Λ′, considered as the canonical graph Laplacian (the
edges of Λ′ being formed by the nearest-neighbor pairs (x, y)) admits the decompo-
sition ∆Λ′ = ∆Λ ⊕∆Λc + ΓΛ,Λc , where ΓΛ,Λc has the form
ΓΛ,Λc =
∑
(z,z′)∈∂Λ
( |1z〉〈1z′ |+ |1z′〉〈1z| )
(we use the standard Dirac’s ”bra-ket” notations). Similarly,
HΛ′ = H
•
Λ,Λc − ΓΛ,Λc , H•Λ,Λc = HΛ ⊕HΛc .
Let G•Λ,Λc(E) = (H
•
Λ,Λc − E)−1, GΛ′ (E) = (HΛ′ − E)−1, GΛ(E) = (HΛ − E)−1.
The second resolvent equation implies (cf., e.g., [7, 24])
GΛ′ (E) = G
•
Λ,Λc(E) +G
•
Λ,Λc(E)ΓΛ,ΛcGΛ′(E).
For x ∈ Λ, y ∈ Λc, we obtain the geometric resolvent equation (GRE):
GΛ′ (x, y;E) =
∑
(z,z′)∈∂Λ
GΛ(x, z;E)GΛ′ (z
′, y;E). (A.1)
Similarly, for a solution to the equation HΛ′ψ = Eψ with E 6∈ Σ(HΛ), one obtains
(cf. e.g., [7, 24]), for any x ∈ Λ, the GRE for eigenfunctions
ψ(x) =
∑
(z,z′)∈∂Λ
GΛ(x, z;E)ψ(z
′). (A.2)
Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 7.1
Call a configuration x ∈ ZN R-decoupled if it can be decomposed into a union
of two complementary sub-configurations, x′ ∈ Z(n′) and x′′ ∈ Z(n′′), n′ + n′′ = N,
such that dZ(Πx
′,Πx′′) > R.
Next, call an R-cluster of the configuration x ∈ ZN any sub-configuration xJ
which is notR-decoupled and is not contained in any strictly larger non-R-decoupled
sub-configuration x′.
It follows from the triangle inequality that the diameter of any R-cluster of
x ∈ ZN is upper-bounded by 2(N − 1)R. Clearly, any configuration x can be
decomposed into a disjoint union of R-clusters, with distance > R between the
clusters, if x is not itself a single R-cluster.
Let Γ(x, 2L) = {Γ1, . . . ,ΓM} be the collection of 2L-clusters of x.
Although the particles are considered to be indistinguishable and there is no
canonical order on the points of Πx, it is convenient now to numerate them in some
way, so Γi = {xj , j ∈ Ji}, where J1, . . . ,JM form a partition of [[1,N]]. Numerate
also in some way the particles of the configuration y.
Further, consider the L-neighborhood of each cluster Γi, i.e. the union
Ui := ∪j∈JiBL(xj)
and find some minimal ballsQ1, . . . , QM containing the respective unions U1, . . . ,UM .
By minimal balls we mean balls of the minimal possible radius; Qi is not necessarily
uniquely defined. It is straightforward that
diam(Qi) ≤ diam(Γi) + 2L ≤ 2(N− 1)L+ 2L = 2NL.
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Introduce the occupation numbers of the balls Qi for the configurations x and y:
ni(x) := card(Πx ∩Qi), i = 1, . . . ,M,
ni(y) := card(Πy ∩Qi), i = 1, . . . ,M.
There are two possibilities:
(I) For all 1 ≤ i ≤ M , we have ni(x) = ni(y). Then there exists a permutation
π ∈ SN such that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ N,
dZ(xπ(j), yj) ≤ diam(Qi) ≤ 2NL.
This permutation is a mere artefact of the numeration which we introduced arbi-
trarily in Πx and Πy. In terms of the indistinguishable particle configurations, we
simply have
ρ(x,y) ≤ 2NL,
so this situation (identical occupation numbers, ni(x) = ni(y), 1 ≤ i ≤ M) can be
ruled out under the assumption ρ(x,y) > 2NL.
(II) For some 1 ≤ i ≤M , ni(x) 6= ni(y). By construction of Γi, it contains |Γi| ≥ 1
particles from x, so ni(x) ≥ 1 for all i. Observe that
M∑
i=1
(
ni(x)− ni(y)
)
= N−
M∑
i=1
ni(y) ≥ 0,
since each of the N particles from x belongs to exactly one cluster; this is not
necessarily true for the particles from y (all or any number of which can be outside
all balls Qi), but we still have
∑
i ni(y) ≤ N.
Since not all quantities
(
ni(x) − ni(y)
)
vanish, there exists some i◦ ∈ [[1,M ]]
such that
(
ni◦(x)− ni◦(y)
)
> 0: otherwise, the above LHS would be negative.
Setting now Q = Qi◦ , we see that the conditions (7.5) are fulfilled, i.e., BL(x)
and BL(y) are weakly Q-separated.
Appendix C. Proof of Theorem 7.2
We will need two results from our earlier works.
The first of them is a simple adaptation of a multi-particle EVC bound from [11].
Proposition C.1 (Cf. [11, Theorem 1]). Consider a weakly Q-separated pair of
balls BL(x) = B
(N)
L (x), BL(y) = B
(N)
L (y) ⊂ ZN, with some Q ⊂ Zd (cf. (7.5)),
and random N-particle HamitoniansHBL(x)(ω˜), HBL(y)(ω˜), relative to a probability
space (Ω˜, F˜, P˜) Introduce the sample mean ξQ = |Q|−1
∑
u∈Q V (u; ω˜), the sigma-
algebra F˜η generated by the fluctuations ηu = V (u; ω˜)− ξQ, and denote
νQ(r; ω˜) = sup
r∈R
ess sup P˜
{
ξQ ∈ [r, r + t]
∣∣ F˜η }.
Suppose that
P { νQ(t; ·) > h1(t) } ≤ h2(t). (C.1)
Then for any s > 0 the following bound holds:
P
{
dist
(
σ
(
HBL(x)
)
, σ
(
HBL(y)
)) ≤ t} ≤ h(t) (C.2)
with
h(t) := |BL(x)| · |BL(y)|h1(t) + h2(t).
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For the reader’s convenience, we prove this adaptation of Theorem 1 from [11]
in Appendix D.
It is to be emphasized that the nature of the probability space in Proposition
C.1 can be quite arbitrary, provided that the bound (C.1) holds true.
The following simple bound of the form (C.1) was obtained in our work [15].
Proposition C.2 (Cf. [15, Theorem 2]). Let {V (x; ω˜), x ∈ Q}, |Q| <∞, be inde-
pendent random variables with probability distributions Unif(Jx), where the intervals
Jx have length ℓ > 0. Then the quantity νQ(t; ω˜) introduced in (C.2) satisfies
P
{
νQ(t; ·) > (ℓǫ)−1t
} ≤ |Q|2ǫ2. (C.4)
Proof of Theorem 7.2. Consider a pair of balls BL(x), BL(y), with |x− y| ≥ 3NL
and |x|, |y| ≤ L4. By Lemma 7.1, this pair is weakly separated. The external
potential V(·;ω;ϑ), restricted on either of these balls, has the form
u = (u1, . . . , uN) 7→ g
N∑
j=1
V (uj ;ω;ϑ) = g
N∑
j=1
v(T ujω;ϑ),
where uj ∈ BL4(0), for all j = 1, . . . ,N.
Next, consider the conditional probability measure, induced by P×PΘ, given the
sigma-algebra BL figuring in the hypothesis (LVB); recall that conditional on BL,
the sub-sample {gV (T uω;ϑ), u ∈ BL4(0)} becomes independent, and the random
variables V (T uω;ϑ) have individual uniform distributions Unif
(
Jx,L
)
, where Jx,L =
Jx,L(ω;ϑ) ⊂ R are intervals of length (cf. (6.9))
gaN˜(L) ≥ gL−B lnL, B = 400bA2/ ln 2. (C.5)
Note that gaN˜(Lj) corresponds to the parameter ℓ in Proposition C.2, so we set for
notational brevity
ℓj := gaN˜(Lj) = g · L
−bN˜(Lj)
j , N˜(Lj) ∈ [3A lnLj , 5A lnLj ].
Further, fix j ≥ 0 and denote for brevity Q = Qj = BL4j(0). By Proposition C.2
combined with (C.5), with t = gs, ǫ ∈ (0, ℓj]
P
{
νQ(t) > ℓ
−1
j ǫ
−1gs
}
= P
{
νQ(t) > (gaN˜(L))
−1ǫ−1gs
}
= P
{
νQ(t) > a
−1
N˜(L)
ǫ−1s
}
≤ |Q|2 ǫ2
(C.6)
Now apply Proposition C.1:
P
{
dist
(
σ
(
HBL(x)
)
, σ
(
HBL(y)
)) ≤ gs} ≤ h(gs),
with
h(gs) ≤ 3NdL2Nda−1
N˜(Lj)
ǫ−1s+ |Q|2 ǫ2.
Setting ǫ = s1/3, we obtain
h(gs) ≤ 3NdL2Ndj a−1N˜(Lj)s
2/3 + |Q|2 s2/3
≤ 3NdL2Ndj eB lnLjs2/3 + 32dL8dj s2/3
≤ C5(N, d)L(2N+4)d+B lnLjj s2/3
(C.7)
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with some C5 = C5(N, d). At the last step, we used the inequalities N ≥ 2 and
aN˜(Lj) ≤ eB lnLj (cf. (6.9)). This completes the proof. 
Appendix D. Proof of Proposition C.1
Proof. Let B
(N)
L (x), B
(N)
L (y) be a weakly separated pair of balls satisfying the
conditions (7.5) for some Q ⊂ Zd, J1,J2 ⊂ {1, . . . ,N} with |J1| = n1 > n2 = |J2|.
For brevity, we will omit the superscript N. As in Section 4.2, introduce the sample
mean ξ = ξQ of V over Q and the fluctuations {ηx, x ∈ Q}, so that
∀x ∈ Q V (x;ω;ϑ) = ξQ(ω;ϑ) + ηx(ω;ϑ),
and let BQη be the sigma-algebra generated by {ηΛx (·), x ∈ Q; V (y; ·; ·), y ∈ Z \Q}
(cf. (4.3)–(4.4)). Then the operator
HBL(x)(ω;ϑ) = H0 +U+ g
N∑
j=1
V (xj ;ω;ϑ)
admits the following representation:
HBL(x)(ω;ϑ) = g
∑
j∈J1
V (xj ;ω;ϑ) +
H0 +U+ g ∑
j 6∈J1
V (xj ;ω;ϑ)

= g n1 ξQ(ω;ϑ) 1+A
′(ω;ϑ),
where the operator A′(ω) is FQ-measurable. Similarly,
HBL(y)(ω) = g n2 ξ(ω) 1+A
′′(ω), 0 ≤ n2 < n1, (D.1)
whereA′′(ω) isBQη -measurable. Let {λ1, . . . , λM ′},M ′ = |BL(x)|, and {µ1, . . . , µM ′′},
M ′′ = |BL(y)|, be the sets of eigenvalues of HBL(x) and of HBL(y), counting mul-
tiplicity. Owing to (D.1), these eigenvalues can be represented as follows:
λj(ω) = n1ξ(ω) + λ
(0)
j (ω), µj(ω) = n2ξ(ω) + µ
(0)
j (ω),
where the random variables λ
(0)
j (ω) and µ
(0)
j (ω) are FQ-measurable. Therefore,
λi(ω)− µj(ω) = (n1 − n2)ξ(ω) + (λ(0)j (ω)− µ(0)j (ω)),
with n1 − n2 ≥ 1, owing to our assumption. Further, we can write
P {dist(Σx,Σy)) ≤ t } = P { ∃ i, j : |λi − µj | ≤ t }
≤
M ′∑
i=1
M ′′∑
j=1
E [P { |λi − µj | ≤ t |FQ } ] .
Note that for all i and j we have
P { |λi − µj | ≤ s |FQ } = P
{
|(n1 − n2)ξ + λ(0)i − µ(0)j | ≤ s |FQ
}
≤ νL(2|n1 − n2|−1t |FQ) ≤ νL(2t |FQ).
Consider the event
EL =
{
sup
r∈R
∣∣Fξ(r + t |FQ)− Fξ(t |FQ)∣∣ ≥ h1(t)}.
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By hypothesis, P { EL } ≤ h2(t). Therefore,
P {dist(Σx,Σy)) ≤ t } = E [P {dist(Σx,Σy) ≤ t |FQ } ]
≤ E [1EcL P {dist(Σx,Σy) ≤ t |FQ } ]+ P { EL }
≤ |BL(x)| · |BL(y)|h1(t) + h2(t) = hL(t),
as asserted. 
Appendix E. Proof of Lemma 9.4
The assertion of Lemma 9.4 is actually a particular case of a more general state-
ment concerning the decay properties of (ℓ, q)-dominated functions on graphs, which
we formulate and prove below. In turn, this is merely a variant of an older result,
appeared first in the works by von Dreifus [25], Spencer [44], and in a modified and
generalized form, in the paper by von Dreifus and Klein [26].
We denote by G(D,CD) the class of connected graphs G of with polynomial
growth of balls: G ∈ G(D,CD) iff ∀x ∈ G cardBL(x) ≤ CD(1∨)LD, D <∞.
Lemma E.1. Let G(D,CD) be a connected graph, and Λ ⊂ G a finite subgraph
such that Λ ⊃ B2L(x), L = ⌊ℓα⌋ with α ≥ 3/2, ℓ ≥ 48(K + 1)4, K ∈ N. Consider
a DSO HΛ = ∆Λ +W in Λ with (fixed) potential W : Λ→ R. Fix any E ∈ R and
suppose that there is at most one ball BKℓ(w) ⊂ B2L(x) such that every ball Bℓ(v) ⊂
(B2L(x) \ BKℓ(w)) is (E,m)-NS. If dist
(
Σ(HBL(x)), E
) ≥ e−Lβ with β ≤ 1/2, then
BL(x) is (E,m)-NS.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case where the ball BKℓ(w) figuring in the hypothe-
ses of the lemma is actually present; otherwise, the argument given below becomes
simpler. We will assume that α is an integer, so L = ℓα; this is the case in the proof
of Lemma 9.4. Otherwise, one should take into account the rounding errors.
Step 1. We start by assessing the Green functions GB2L(x)(u, x;E) with d(u, x) ∈
{L,L+ 1}.
Assume first that d(u,w) ≥ 3ℓ and d(x,w) ≥ 3ℓ. By the triangle inequality, there
exist integers r′, r′′ such that ℓ ≤ r′, r′′ ≤ L − 2ℓ, r′ + r′′ = L − 4ℓ, and Br′(x),
Br′′(u), BKℓ(w) are pairwise disjoint. Since d(x, u) ≤ L + 1 and r′, r′′ ≤ L − 2ℓ,
we have Br′(x),Br′′(u) ⊂ B2L−ℓ(x), thus any ball Bℓ(v) inside Br′(x) and inside
Br′′(u) must be (E,m)-NS. Let f : (s, t) 7→ GB2L(x)(s, t;E), for s, t ∈ B2L(x).
This function is (ℓ, q)-dominated in s ∈ Br′(x) and in t ∈ Br′′(u), with q = e−mℓ.
Applying Lemma 9.3, we can write, therefore, with the convention − ln 0 = +∞:
− ln f(x, u) ≥ − ln
{(
e−mℓ(1+ℓ
−1/8)
)L−2Kℓ−2ℓ
ℓ+1 eL
β
}
≥ m(1 + ℓ−1/8)ℓ
(
L− (2K+ 2)ℓ
ℓ+ 1
)
− Lβ
≥ m(1 + ℓ−1/8)L
((
1− (2K + 2)ℓ−α+1)(1− ℓ−1)− ℓ−α(1−β))
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hence with α ≥ 3/2, β ≤ 1/2, and ℓ ≥ 48(K + 1)4 ≥ 216, we have
− ln f(x, u) ≥ mL(1 + ℓ−1/8)
((
1− (4K + 4)ℓ−1/4)− ℓ−5/8)
≥ mL(1 + ℓ−1/8)
((
1− (8K + 8)ℓ−1/4))
≥ mL
(
1 +
1
2
ℓ−1/8
)
≥ mL
(
1 + L−1/8
)
.
(E.1)
Now let d(u,w) < 3ℓ (the case d(x,w) < 3ℓ is similar), and set r′ = L−3ℓ > L−4ℓ,
r′′ = 0. Applying Lemma 9.3 to the ball Br′(x), without using the other ball Br′′(u),
we obtain the same (indeed, a better) upper bound on |GBL(x)(x, u;E)|.
Step 2. Denote G•(E) =
(
HBL(x) ⊕HB2L(x)\BL(x) − E
)−1
. Then for any y with
d(y, x) = L, we have, by the GRE (A.1),
|GBL(x)(y, x;E)| ≤
∣∣GB2L(x)(y, x;E)∣∣
+|∂BL(x)| max
y,z∈BL(x)
|G•BL(x)(y, z;E)| maxd(z′x)=L+1 |GB2L(x)(z
′, x;E)|.
For all y, z ∈ BL(x), we have G•BL(x)(y, z;E) = GBL(x)(y, z;E), Since BL(x) is E-
NR, we have |GBL(x)(y, z;E)| ≤ ‖GBL(x)(E)‖ ≤ e−L
β
. Recalling (E.1), we obtain:
− ln |GBL(x)(y, z;E)| ≥ mL
(
1 + 12ℓ
−1/8
)− ln(1 + |CLDeLβ |)
≥ mL(1 + 14ℓ−1/8) ≥ mL(1 + L−1/8) = γ(m,L)L,
provided that ℓ (hence, L/ℓ = ℓα−1) is large enough. Thus BL(x) is (E,m)-NS. 
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